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Meets with university, community

Stroup's first priorities to fill
vacated vice president seats

NEW PRESIDENT — Dr. Kala Stroup, newly-appointed president of Murray State University, receives a
welcome handshake from university board of regents Chairman Richard Frymire Monday. During the
meeting,Stroup signed her contract for her new position, to begin July 1. Looking on is Patsy Dyer,secretary
to the president.
Staff photo by Charles Honey

Murray to participate in TVA
farm land-sewerage project
The Tennessee Valley Authority
is beginning a three-year
demonstration project with the city of Murray to show the feasability of applying sewerage sludge to
farm land, Congressman Carroll
Hubbard announced today.
The Lone Oak community near
Paducah will also participate in
this project.
"Sludge disposal is a major problem for many cities," the congressman said. "Sound waste
management Is critical to
economic development and this
project should provide valuable
information for local officials who
must weigh disposal options. We
know that sewerage sludge contains significant amounts of fer-

tilizer nutrients," Hubbard added.
"Thus it has potential for
beneficial uses. This project will
help determine both technical and
economic aspects of using sludge
on agricultural crops."
Researchers at MSU will
establish a series of demonstration research plots to check the
value of the sludge to crops. They
will also compare different sludge
application rates and also compare sludge with commercial fertilizer on at least two crops. The
principal researcher will be John
Mikulcik.
In the project, TVA will supply a
self-propelled sludge applicator to
the city of Murray. This is a piece
of equipment with high flotation

tires and a 2,200-gallon tank. It is
equipped for surface or subsurface application of sludge.
In addition, separate tanks will
be provided to Murray and to Lone
Oak for use in storing and
transporting the sludge to the applicator.
TVA officials work closely with
Tom Marshall, superintendent of
the Murray Water System, in
developing plans for the
demonstration.
Hubbard said that over a three
year period TVA will invest
$150,000 in the project. Funding
will come from monies appropriated to TVA by the Congress
for resource development activities.

Candidates debate themes
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — To
Louisville Mayor Harvey Sloane,
the main issue is experience. To
U. Gov. Martha Layne Collins,
it's integrity. To Grady Stumbo,
it's independence from special interests.
Those were some of the themes
stressed by the three major
Democratic gubernatorial candidates in their first public debate
Monday night.
They spoke before 200 people at
the Executive Inn West in a program sponsored by the League of
Women Voters and broadcast by
the Kentucky Educational Televi-

sion Network. One more debate
with exactly the same format is
scheduled May 12 in the KET
studios in Lexington.
(For analysis of debate, see
Page 3.)
For 11
/
2 hours, the three candidates fielded questions from a
panel of three journalists, rebutted the others' arguments and offered opening and closing
statements on why they should be
elected in the May 24 primary.
One theme that emerged involved possible new taxes —
upshot is that they do not seem lilt
whomever is elected.

cloudy

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Steve Antonetti says he doesn't
need to see national and local
statistics to know the job market
isn't what it used to be.
While the 21-year-old business
administration major at the
University of Kentucky has two
job offers for managementtrainee positions when he
graduates in June, Antonetti
seems more nostalgic than
euphoric.
"It's not like it used to be," he
said. "For my dad and people his
age, it was not uncommon to have
a dozen different job offers. Now
people who get one or two offers
are pretty much satisfied."
In a survey of 185 college placement offices, the College Placement Council, based in Bethelem,
Pa., says seniors have received
only half as many job offers this
year as last. The numbers, the
council quickly adds, don't mean
there are only half as many jobs,
but rather that employers are
making fewer offers because
students are snatching them up so
promptly.
At Morehead State University,
Dr. Margaret Shepherd, coordinator of placement services,
said more students seem to be
without job offers now than at this
time last year. "A lot of cornty.,,,jps seem to be waiting later in
the year to make offers," she said.
Last fall she predicted that 15
percent to 20 percent fewer job
recruiters would visit • the
Morehead campus. Now, she

Today mostly cloudy with a
50 percent chance of showers.
High in the mid 60s with west to
northwest winds 15 to 25 mph.
Tonight showers ending this
evening followed ballecreasing
clouds. Low in the mid to upper
40s with northwest winds
diminishing to 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday mostly sunny and
mild. High in the mid to upper
60s with northwest winds 10 to
15 mph.
LAKE LEVELS
359.2
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake
359.3
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All three indicated that they
would raise taxes only as a last
resort and then only if there was
an educational crisis.
For example, Mrs. Collins said
that there are other possible options to help education before additional taxes are considered. .
And Stumbo talked of reallocation of funds, reduced spending
and "firmer leadership" before
seeking more taxes.
Sloane reiterated that education
is his highest priority and said his
approach will be to "stop the
decline in the general funds for
ucation."

Fewer jobs available to grads
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notes, the number of on-campus
recruiters is actually up."Some of
the traditional recruiters have not
come or canceled, but the people
we've had on campus do have
positions to offer," she said.

By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
MSU President-elect Dr. Kala
Stroup said this morning one of
her first priorities is filling the
vice presidencies of academic
programs and university services.
"I will need to examine and
assess and make some plans for
filling those vacancies as soon as
possible," Stroup said at a press
conference at the University
Center. Dr. James Bdoth has been
interim vice president for
academic programs,and Dr. Marshall Gordon, vice president for
university services, has been
named president of Southwest
Missouri State University at Springfield.
Stroup also said she might consider doing some teaching in addition to her presidential duties,
though not initially.
The new MSU president met the
press after a busy Monday of
meeting the university and Murray communities. At a Monday
evening reception, persons were
lined up onto the steps of Pogue
Library to meet Stroup and her
husband Joe. She was scheduled
to meet the Faculty Senate and
Academic Council this afternoon,
and depart for Emporia at about
2:30 p.m.
A search committee has interviewed five candidates for Booth's
position, and will meet this Thursday to assess reactions from
various campus constituencies.
The committee's original charge
was to recommend three to five
candidates to the university president. Stroup said she hasn't decided whether she will interview only
the existing candidates or reopen
the search.
Regtirding Gordon's position,
Stroup said she will talk with
university services personnel and
assess the position, and that she
will "wait until July to do that."
She said she doesn't know at this
point if she will conduct an adverti4ed search for candidates.
A professor of speech and
theater arts and communication
at Emporia, Stroup was asked if
she would like to teach at MSU.
She replied she will intially have
too much to take care of as president, but did not rule out the
possibility for the future.
"I have always taught." Stroup
said. "I might consider it. I like
the classroom."
Stroup's contract with MSU
gives her the rank of professor in
the speech and theater department.'
Pointing out she still has several
important duties to fulfill as vice
president for academic affairs at
Emporia, Stroup said she doesn't
want to neglect those duties prior
to taking office at MSU July 1. She
will better acquaint herself with
MSU and its programs by meeting
as many people as she can,and by
reading material of the university's self-study for the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools.
Though the Board of Regents
will be formulating next year's
budget this month,.Stroup said she

will not be involved in the budget
process until July 1.
During her two-day stay in Murray Stroup has met with students,
faculty, staff, administrators and
the public. From those encounters, Stroup said, she has
gained an "overriding impression, and it's very difficult to
miss: The people in this area love
Murray State University in a very
real way. I don't know if everyone

recognizes that that is important,
and it's very unique."
Her impressions are that "people want the president to succeed,
and want(MSU ) to be a place they
feel proud of. The warmth here is
unbelievable."
Stroup's husband Joe was asked
how he felt about moving Co Murray. He said neither he nor their
children have any problems about
(Continued On Page 2)

New president, MSU
pleased with each other
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
"I feel so fortunate to be your
president," Dr. Kala Stroup told
the students, faculty and staff of
Murray State University Monday.
The audience in Lovett
Auditorium, who had greeted her
with a standing ovation,seemed to
feel equally fortunate to have her.
Stroup had just signed a fouryear contract to become MSU's
seventh president, and her first official meeting with the university
community was suffused with
warmth. She expressed her appreciation for the cards and
flowers which she has received
since being named president, and
her excitement and optimism
about serving MSU.. After her
brief address, many members of
the audience lined up to personally meet their new president.
Stroup will officially assume the
presidency July 1, the day after
Dr. Constantine Curris' contract
expires. She said she will move to
Murray in July, and that she isn't
sure how many trips she will be
making to MSU between now and
then.
The MSU Board of Regents last
Wednesday unanimously selected
Stroup to become the university's
seventh president and the first
woman president of a public Kentucky university. Nine of the 10
regents were present at her contract signing Monday, including
Chairman Richard Frymire.
Frymire,-who is recovering from
a bleeding ulcer, had been unable
to attend the meeting at which
Stroup was elected, but had given
his approval to her selection.
Frymire told the Lovett
Auditorium audience that the
regents had conducted a nationwide presidential search to find a
person who was strong

academically; a "visionary...who
could lead our graduates into the
life-styles and life-needs of the
21st century"; a leader who could
represent MSU's interests to the
legislature and Council on Higher
Education; and a "healer — a person to unite and bring us
together." They found that person
in Stroup,Frymire said.
Stroup has expressed confidence she can unite people of the
university toward common goals,
and that the troubles of Curris' administration will not persist.
The board picked Stroup from a
list of applicants and nominees
that initially included more than
300 names. After a nine-month
search and screening process, she
was chosen from among a group
of seven finalists.
Having signed her contract,
which, provides her a yearly
salary of $65,000, Stroup told
reporters she is "very pleased to
be a Kansan who has moved to
Kentucky," and that her first irnportant task will be getting to
know the territory.
"I think it's very important for
me to meet the people of the
state," Stroup said. "I will be
making every effort to meet with
alumni and become acquainted
with the history and politics of the
state of Kentucky."
Her contract further provides
for an annual performance
evaluation of Stroup by the
regents, and gives the board the
right to reassign the president to
non-presidential duties, in the
"unlikely event that the President
loses the confidence of the Board
of Regents." The provision was included to ensure "harmony" between the board and the president.
She also expressed her op(Continued On Page 2)

Susan Imes, Greg Duncan
outstanding seniors at MSU
Two of Murray State University's top graduates from the 1983
spring class, Susan Imes of Almo
Route 1, and Greg Duncan of
Poplar Bluff, Mo.,have been named Outstanding Senior Man and
Woman..
•
Selection of Miss Imes and Duncan for the annual honor was announced today at the senior
breakfast in the University
Center. They were chosen from a
select group of Murray State
seniors who earlier were named to
the 1983 edition of Who's Who.
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges.
Duncan and Miss Imes will be
formally recognized in the Honors
Day program beginning at 3:30
p.m. Friday, May 13, in the
University Center. They will also
speak at commencement at 10
a.m. Saturday. May 14, in Racer
Arena.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Leland
Duncan of Poplar Bluff, Duncan is
a Presidential Scholar,the university's most veined four-year
scholarship program. He has also
maintained a perfect 4.0 grade-

point average.
Duncan is co-editor of Inside,
the magazine of the Murray State
News. He also was news editor,
editorial page editor and advertising sales manager for the campus
newspaper.
In addition to his journalism
major, Duncan has minors in
English and radio-television. He
worked as a film critic for Murray
State TV-11; was a staff reporter
for WIEMS-FM, the university's
fine arts radio station; and was a
summer intern at Sales &
Marketing Management
magazine in New York City.
Duncan is a member of Sigma
Delta Chi journalism society,
Alpha Delta Sigma advertising
club, Omicron Delta Kappa
leadership society and Alpha Chi
honor society.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs
John Imes of Almo Route 1. Miss
Imes has majored in accounting.
She plans to join the firm of Arthur Anderson in Nashville as a
staff accountant following graduation.
(Continued On Page 2)

OUTSTANDING SENIORS — Greg Duncan and Susan lines have
been selected the Outstanding Senior Man and Woman at Murray
State University. Duncan is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Leland Duncan
of Poplar Bluff, Mo. Miss lines is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Imes of Almo Route 1. Duncan and Miss Imes will be recognized in
the Honors Day program at 3:30 p.m. Friday, May 13, in the University Center. They will speak at commencement beginning at 10 cm.
Saturday, May 14,in Racer Arena.
(MSU Photo by Barry Johnson)
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Campaign roundup

•

•.•
Gubernatorial candidate
Harvey Sloane visited Calloway
County Saturday and said at
various county stops that his campaign is picking up momentum.
Sloane's visit to Calloway County included stops at the Chamber
of Commerce, Hazel Lions Club
Picnic, Lynn Grove, Crossland,
Almo,and finally to officially open
his Calloway County Headquarters on 12th Street near
McDonald's in Murray.
Sloane appeared very impressed with Calloway County,
especially its beauty during this
season of the year. While driving
between Crossland and Hazel, he
noted to one of his supporters, "I
understand why the Jackson Purchase is called the bread basket of
Kentucky; this farmland is
magnificent."
In the city of Murray, he said he
was simply awed by the beauty of
the dogwoods and azaleas
throughout the town.
Calloway Countians, likewise,
seemed to be impressed by
Sloane's humble manner.
Aaron McDonnell, who met
Sloane at Crossland, said he never
expected the candidate, "to be
that down to earth and easy to talk
to.
"I think he understands our problems and really wants to help
us," said Charles Windsor, a Lynn
Grove small businessman.
The candidate told a large
crowd at the Hazel Lions Club picnic that he would use state government to promote tobacco and
pledged to oppose any legislation
aimed at hurting tobacco farmers.
After his remarks, Sloane waded
into the crowd, shaking hands and
discussing issues with the picnickers.
Pete Waldrop, local cochairman for Sloane, said, HIS
visit today give him a real feel for
the needs of our county. I believe
it was a very profitable day-for us
both."
Mark Blankenship, Co.
chairman along with Waldrop,
said, "The polls show Sloane edging ahead of the other candidates,
and we're doing everything we
can to see Calloway County support a winning candidate for
governor. That will surely be a
plus for our county."
Sloane returns to western Kentucky today for a barbecue and
rally in Hopkinsvlle sponsored by
former Gov. Ned Breathitt.
•

-

•

•

Grady Stumbo, Democratic
candidate for governor, supports
passage of an agriculture bond bill
to provide low-interest loans to
farmers who are good managers
but facing financial difficulty.
"Agriculture is an extremely
important part of Kentucky's
economy," Stumbo said. "Six percent of the state's jobs are in
agriculture, and, as governor, I
will initiate policies in the area of
financial assistance, marketing,
support for research and a consolidated approach to farm issues
on the state level."
In addition to the agriculture
bond bill, Stumbo said he would
seek passage of Farm Shield Laws
to protect Kentucky grain
farmers.
"By increasing the auditing and
monitoring capacity of the
Department of Agriculture,"
Stumbo said, "we will verify the
financial conditions of grain
elevators. To protect the farmer's
investment we need to do one of
three things: change a section of
the Uniform Commercial Code to
specify the farmer's interest in his
crop; issue insurance on the crop
until it is paid for; make the
weight ticket a legal lien on the
crop."
Stumbo also promised to
prepare legislation to license all
privately-owned farm trucks as
farm vehicles thereby exempting
them from the commercial truck
tax and the weight-distance tax.
"To help preserve the family
farm, I will seek changes in the
Kentucky inheritance law," said
Stumbo. "I want to prevent producing family farms from having
to be split up or sold as they are
passed on within the family."
Stumbo said he will work to
maintain and expand the markets
for Kentucky products through the
following actions:
• encourage and assist in the
development of agriculture processing plants in Kentucky.
• promote the construction of
bagging plants in Kentucky.
• develop flexible bidding so
state parks and state institutions
give preference to Kentucky
grown products.
Stumbo outlined the steps he
would take to bring about a comprehensive farm policy on the
state level:
• consolidate into one working
area those aspects of government
related to agriculture.
• work with the agriculture commissioner to support a strong program for Kentucky farmers, as in
the area of tobacco.

• work with the Agriculture
Commissioner to simplify the procedures for the permits and
licenses that are required of
farmers.
"I will work closely with the
agriculture community and the
agriculture commissioner to provide leadership, common sense,
and support for the farmer in Kentucky," Stumbo concluded.
• • •
PADUCAH — At a press conference in Paducah, Democratic
candidate for lieutenant governor
Alben Barkley called for the
repeal of the state inheritance tax.
"The inheritance tax is left over
from the time when kings controlled all the estates, and I think it's
time it went the way of other
medieval relics," Barkley said.
Barkley said he opposes the tax
because it often forces a farmer's
widow and children from the
farm. Sometimes a son works with
his father to develop the farm, only to lose it to large taxes at the
father's death, he said.
"A husband and wife who own a
Mom and Pop grocery are in the
same position. If one of them dies,
the other is left with a tax burden
which is difficult to bear,"
Barkley said.,
The amount of revenue this tax
brings ( less than four percent of
the total state budget) is very
small in comparison to the hardship it brings, he said.
Among Barkley's other campaign issues are the following: he
wants to work with labor and
management to provide jobs; he
wants the legislation and funding
necessary for a strong public
school system; he wants
kindergarten available to all
children; he will continue to work
for a strong agricultural system;
he supports veterans; and he will
work toward a strong and stable
coal industry.
Barkley's press conference was
part of a campaign swing through
western Kentucky, where he still
has a working farm.
Barkley is the grandson of
former Vice President Alben
Barkley, a decorated Viet Nam
veteran and the current
agriculture commissioner.
• • •
State Rep. Ward "Butch"
Burnette, democrat of Fulton,
candidate for commissioner of
agriculture, announced today that
he had named his state-wide campaign chairmen. Burnette named:
Harry Young of Hopkinsville, in
Christian County; Max Dawson of
Crestview, in Campbell County; J.
E. Combs of Hazard, in Perry
County.
Burnette stated that Young
would be his state-wide campaign
chairman. Young is a full-time
farmer and is a graduate of the
University of Kentucky with B.S.
and M.S. degrees. He is a World
War II veteran and was an instructor during the war. Young is
known by farmers all over the
United States as the "father of notillage farming." He and his wife
Marie have three children; Harry,
John and Jean-Marie. Young
responded by saying, "Butch'
Burnette is a full-time farmer and
is educated in agriculture. He is
the most qualified candidate seeking the commissioner of
agriculture office."
Dawson currently is mayor of
Crestview. He is a graduate of
Northern Kentucky University
and is past president of the Campbell County Jaycee Organization.
In 1982 Dawson was named
outstanding young Man of
America and currently is a Jaycee
1 Senator. He attends St. Joseph's
Parrish in Cold Springs. He and
his wife Marie have 5 children;
Dan, Tracy, Max, Shasta and
Kyle. Dawson responded, "Rep.
'Butch' Burnette will be a commissioner of agriculture who is
concerned for the problems of the
small family farmer and he is
dedicated to agriculture."
Combs is a life-long business
man in Hazard and is a statewide
promotor of high school athletics
throughout Kentucky. Combs and
his family have had life-long
political involvements in Perry
County and have been involved in
many governor campaign elections. Combs and wife Lorette
have 3 children; Alledene, GYspY
and Kim. He also has 15 grandchildren. Combs responded,
"Rep. 'Butch' Burnette has the
agricultural background and
qualifications as a four-term
legislator to be the best commissioner of agriculture that Kentucky has ever had. He is also
dedicated and concerned for the
problems of the farmer."
•

•

No serious injuries
result from occident
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A Murray man was treated and
released at Murray Calloway
County Hospital Monday night
following an automobile-bicycle
accident at the intersection of
Sycamore and Irvan streets.
Howard M. Anderson, 63, 322 Irvan St., was riding a bicycle west
on Sycamore Street when he was
struck from behind by a vehicle
driven by Herman Lovins, 75, 416
S. 16th St., according to reports
from the Murray City Police.
The accident occurred at 8:26
p.m. and was responded to by the
city police, Murray City Fire
Department and Murray
Calloway County Hospital Ambulance Service.

Seniors...
(Continued From Page 1)
Miss Imes is president of Beta
Alpha Psi accounting fraternity.
She formerly was president of her
sorority, Alpha Omicron Pi, and
was voted Outstanding Greek
Woman. She also is a member of
Alpha Chi honor s,ociety.
She was a summer orientation
counselor to incoming freshmen
at Murray State, and was a student ambassador for visitors to
the campus and region.

-

COMPUTER COURSE — Eighteen people enrolled Monday night
in a computer course offered by
the Murray High School home
economics department. The adult
education class is an introduction
to computers and their varied
usages in the home. Loyd Hasty,
standing below, science teacher at
MHS, is instructor for the course
which will meet for the next two
Mondays from 6 to 9 p.m. at the
high school. Sally Crass, standing
above, home economics teacher at
MHS, serves as coordinator for
the class. The course is funded
through the Kentucky Department of Vocational Education.

New president...
(Continued From Page 1)
timism about higher education in
general and MSU in particular, as
opposed to those who see "gloom
and doom"for education.
"I happen to think public
universities have a good solid
future, as long as they have strong
academic programs and provide
quality education...I'm not as concerned about the future of Murray
State University as some other
people might be. It has a strong
foundation."
In her address following the contract signing, Stroup reiterated

her belief, which she had expressed in her first visit here, in the importance of smaller public universities such as MSU.
"I consciously made a choice to
serve the public, co-educational
university," said Stroup, who
since 1978 has been vice president
for academic affairs at Emporia
(Kan.) State University. "The.,
work we're engaged in is very important. No other institution
reflects more so than public
education the dreams and strivings, the achievements and disappointments of our society.

"What we need to do is articulate more clearly our mission
and central role."
Stroup has said one of the
reasons she was attracted to MSU
was that she likes residential campuses where students are highly
involved and where she can know
faculty and students by name. She
toiched upon Iht,s concept of personalized education in her address
Monday.
"We are one of those places that
care. Our caring environment
contributes to the education of college students. That's a value most

of us hold dear who are in universities such as Murray State."
Stroup asserted that "universities must be imaginative and
vital." A vital university is one
where "individuals love to work,"
where "the exchange of ideas
flows freely" and "faculty are on
the cutting edge of their
disciplines," and where the
students are involved and the support staff care about campus
buildings and services.
"I sense Murray State University is one of those places," Stroup
said.

L
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ASSOCIATION EVALUATION — Superintendent of Murray
Schools Robert Glin Jeffrey welcomes the Southern Association of
Schools and Colleges visiting committee of educators from across the
state and other guests at a banquet initiating the two-day evaluation
of Murray Middle School. Also in photo are Doralyn Lanier, director

SCHOOL TALK — Mary Jane Littleton (middle), MMS guidance
counselor and Doris Cella, school board member, talk with visiting
team member John Wright of the Kentucky Department of
Education.

of curriculum and consultant for the study, and John Hina, MMS
principal and the self study chairman. The self study by school personnel was a year-long activity and was culminated by the team's
visit.
Photos by Kaye Peebles

STUDENTS PERFORM — Entertainment for the banquet was
provided by the 5th grade chorus directed by Joan Bowker, music
teacher. A slide-tape presentation produced by teachers Kaye
Peebles and Kathy Mowery describing the school curriculum was
also presented.

•

Stroup's priorities...
(Continued From Page 1)
the move.
"I'm a small-town boy and
Kala's a small-town girl," said
Stroup. He said he found the campus beautiful, and "I fell in love
with it instantly."

41..-41.“44.1/14.4/P 40
,

BANQUET — Guests gather for appetizers and conversation prior
to the banquet. Attending were ALMS faculty, visiting committee
members,school board members, P.T.O. officials and school system
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administrators. Food Service Supervisor Glinda Jeffrey was responsible for the preparation of the meal.
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Monday's 'mild'
debate revealed
nothing new
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An AP Analysis
LOUISVILLE — Who won Monday night's first
Democratic gubernatorial debate?
If you ask supporters of Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane, U. Gov. Martha Layne Collins and Grady
Stumbo, you'll get predictable answers.
But those answers may be as valid as the spot
analysis of several political reporters at the event
before an audience of 200 people. Those newsmen
thought that, relatively speaking,Sloane showed up
well, Mrs. Collins appeared weary and almost sluggish at times in her exchanges and Stumbo did not
exhibit the flare that many observers expected.
Nonetheless, there were pluses for all three.
Sloane was articulate and deliberate, if rather lowkeyed. Mrs. Collins took everything thrown at her
without making any overt mistakes. Stumbo, in a
sense, appeared the most relaxed, if not too
vigorous.
First, however, the affair was not a debate in the
strict sense. A better description might be a
"political forum."
Under the somewhat rigid structure for 11
/
2 hours,
three journalists asked questions, and three candidates answered while also making opening and
closing statements and rebuttals.
Unlike a true debate, there was no confrontation
or free time for the candidates to address each
other directly.
The almost predictable result was a rather dull
proceeding which seemed to take too long and made
it difficult to analyze highlights.
.
For some reason, although the news reporters sat
in chairs, the candidates stood side-by-side the entire time, not a comfortable stance and perhaps
physically hard on Sloane with his back trouble and
Mrs. Collins, who looked weary throughout.
There was no rancor, no shouting, no histrionics
of any kind. In fact, the so-called debate was a mild
gathering in which the three tried their best to project a favorable image and fend off as best as possible some of the embarrassing questions.
If you watched only the opening statement, you
could almost grasp some of the salient points.
"Who has really run a government?" Sloane said
at the outset.
The answer, of course, was Sloane. So, his thrust
was experience.
Mrs. Collins listed what she would not do to be
elected governor, and that included, among other
things, not giving political favors or contracts to
contributors. So, her main theme, was integrity.
"The issue is which candidate is most independent from the powerbrokers," Stumbo said later.
So, his emphasis was on independence.
Inevitably', the forum will be compared to the
previous ones in 1979 and in 1975, the year in which
they were first broadcast on Kentucky Educational
Television.
If anything, Monday night's event was less interesting. Little new was said and there simply
were no verbal fireworks.
The next and last round will be May 12, when all
three will appear in the Lexington studios of KET.
Despite the plaudits of their respective followers,
Sloane, Mrs. Collins and Stumbo probably already
are doing their hojnework to polish presentations,
bone up more on issues and overcome what they
may acknowledge as deficits in their answers or
rebuttals Monday night.
But unless some new trend in the campaign
develops, there is not likely to be any more excitement. One guess is that Stumbo,admittedly trailing
the other two, may exhibit more bite and vitality.
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

An exciting half-day in The Pentagon
as a guest of the Secretary of the Army
By now, it is Thursday morning,
April 21, the day of the 75th anniversary observance in The Pentagon of
the founding of the U.S. Army
Reserve. It is Mr. Dunn's big day as
one of the oldest of the Reserve's
commissioned officers.
Shortly after breakfast, Mr. Dunn
and I were picked up by Major
Crossland and our Army staff car
chauffeur for the day, Staff Sergeant
Ralph Call, a former Washington
policeman, and driven to The Pentagon.
Thirty-three thousand people work
in staggered shifts in that place,
which is called "the most functional
office building ever designed." It is
Open 24 hours a day, and has more
than 23 miles of corridors.
There's a parking lot bigger than
the one at Stewart Stadium just for
general officers — the four-stars up
close, the lieutenant generals next,
then the major generals and then the
brigadiers on the outskirts about a 10minute walk away.
• • •
Mr. Dunn's principal role in the
75th anniversary observancg was to
administer the oath of a Reservist to
the newest member of the Reserve,a
handsome, 18-year-old from
Potomac, Md.,Eric Heginbotham.
Eric is graduating this year from
Woodberry Forest School at
Woodberry Forest, Va., near Culpepper, and will enter Swarthmore College at Swarthmore,Pa., next fall.
We were escorted through all the
security offices to the Reserves'
public affairs offices where we met
Eric and his parents, Erland and
Eleanor Heginbotham of Potomac,
Md.
His grandfather, retired chaplain
of the U.S. Senate Edward L.R. Elson
and his wife and Eric's grandmother,
Mrs. Helen Elson,of Washington also
were there.
There we were briefed on the
ceremony as it had been planned, our
visit with Secretary of the Army John
C. Marsh, Jr., and the other things
we would be doing.
It was here that Mr. Dunn and I
saw for the first time the video news
release which had been prepared
about him back in Murray six weeks

(EDITOR'S NOTE — This is the
third in a series of four columns Mr.
Garrott has written about his trip to
Washington recently with Mr. D.Y.
Dunn,92, who participated in the 75th
anniversary ceremony commemorating the founding of the U.S.
Army Reserve during an impressive
observance in The Pentagon.)
before. We also were given a
thorough briefing on the Army
Reserve and its role in the country's
defense and the "total" Army, to
which it was often referred.
S. • •
From the briefing, we were
escorted into the spacious and
beautifully furnished office of
General Berkman, the Chief of the
Army Reserve. A tall, slender man,
he reminded me of Ben Grogan.
He was a gracious host there in his
prestigeous corner office and warmly expressed his appreciation to Mr.
Dunn for coming to Washington.
"Your participation makes our 75th
anniversary observance," he told
him.
We were in General Berkman's office only a few minutes before the
signal was given that it was time to
move on. Our next stop was the office
of the Secretary of the Army, Mr.
John 0. Marsh,Jr.
The Secretary's receptionist turned out to be a Kentuckian, too,
Theresa McKinney Milligan. She
grew up in Louisville and went to
Moore High School there. Again, it's
a small world.
The Secretary hadn't come in yet,
and we were made comfortable in the
spacious outer office. We were there
when U.S. Senator Walter Huddleston of Kentucky and his assistant, Tim Dudgeon,came in followed
by Congressman Hubbard and his
assistant, Jim Kanouse.
Then Secretary Marsh came
shook hands allaround and invited us
into his office, which was about as
large as my entire house. In the middle and near one wall was his
massive desk.
It was at least eight feet wide and
six feet deep. The Secretary, in his
welcoming comments, referred to it.
It had been the desk of Todd Lincoln,

a son of Abraham Lincoln, and used
when he was Secretary of War.
In one corner of the room and on a
table was a white, porcelain clock
with a shiney brass face. The
Secretary said it "had been in the offices of Secretaries of War and of the
Army for the past 173 years." It was
still running.
Shortly afterwards, we moved
down one floor to the press room.
There before scores of bright lights
and an elevated battery of television
cameras — NBC, CBS, CNN and
others — as well as a whole platoon of
news correspondents, the Reserves'
75th anniversary was celebrated.
Before being introduced by the
Secretary of The Army and asked to
speak briefly, Mr. Dunn was
presented with a Kentucky Colonelcy
by Senator Huddleston on behalf of
Gov. John Y. Brown, Jr., and Congresman Hubbard presented him
with the American flag which had
flown above the nations capitol the
day before.
Once he had made a few appropriate remarks about the role of
the Reserve in defense of our nation
and administered the oath of a Reservist to young Heginbotham, Mr.
Dunn then cut the huge,75th anniversary cake and handed the first piece
to the young man.
You would have been proud of Mr.
Dunn as he carried out his part of the
ceremonies. He faced that battery of
TV cameras and those blazing lights
with great poise and dignity, and
spoke with much wisdom and experience in a firm, clear voice. He
represented Murray and Calloway
County well in our nation's capital.
• • •
It was all over within 30 minutes,
and the Secretary disappeared like
the Phantom of the Opera — en route
to our own Louisville to address a
Rotary district cont&ence — but the
dozen or more generals lingered to
greet-and make welcome the grieSts.
General Wickham, the incoming
Chief of Staff, was there, as was Lt.
Gen. James Lee, director and coordinator of the Army staff. The chief
of the National Guard Bureau, a Lt.
Gen. Walker, also was there, as was
Kenneth Bergquist, the assistant

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
In his book on the great American
religious revival, They Gathered at
the River (Boston, 1958), Bernard
Weisberger tells this story of a Kentuckian's encounter with a bear in
1797. The hunter had trapped a bear
at the foot of a tree, and swung at him
with an ax. The bear knocked the ax
down and bit the hunter in the left
arm:
Promptly the Kentuckian
plunged his teeth into the
bear's nose and his free thumb
into the animal's eye socket.
When friends of the hunter came
up,"dispatched" the bear, and asked
the man whether he had much trouble with bears, the bunter answered
no — "they can't stand Kentucky
play...Biting and gouging are tdo
much for them."
(There's a moral in this story
somewhere; if I were Joe Creason or
Max Hurt,I could probably figure out
what it is.)
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secretary of the Army.
Another was Maj. Gen. Lyle
Barker, chief of public affairs for the
Army, and, of course, the Reserve
Chief, Gen. Berkman, who presided,
and his deputy, Brig. Gen. Mott. The
audience glittered like the Milky Way
with so many silver stars twinkling in
it.
• • •
All the time Mr. Dunn was in The
Pentagon, an Army nurse, Maj. Donna Owen, was never far from him,
and in her handbag was an assortment of medications and things she
would need in virtually any emergency.
They transported Mr. Dunn along
the endless corridors on a small electric cart, and she was close behind it
all the time right up until we left the
building.
A very friendly young lady, she
already has 14 years of active duty as
an Army nurse.
• • •
From The Pentagon, we went to
the offices of the Reserve Officers
Association, at No. 1, Constitution
Avenue,for lunch with the executives
there and within the shadow of the
Capitol Building.
Before we ate, however, U.S. Sen.
Strom Thurmond of South Carolina,
80 years old and himself a major
general in the Reserves as well as a
former president of the Reserve Offices Association, came across the
street from the Senate Office
Building to meet Mr. Dunn, and to
present him with a plaque and a copy
of the new book "The ROA Story."
After posing for pictures with Mr.
Dunn before the bronze statue of the
Revolutionary War's Minuteman
there in the lobby, the senator, too,
disappeared about as quickly as he
appeared.
• • •
In Thursday's column, I'll bring
this to a close by telling you about
Mr. Dunn's visit to the Capitol
Building and his meeting with
Speaker of The House Tip O'Neill as
well as his Friday morning visit to
the National Education Association
headquarters before heading home
after what he terms as "the greatest
day of my life."

Ten years ago
Sammy Kelly, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Kelly, was awarded the rank of
Eagle Scout in a Court of Honor by
Boy Scout Troop 45.
Deaths reported include Edd
Prince,83,and Eugene Hughes.
Buford Pusser, famed sheriff of
McNairy County, Tenn., was in Murray last night appearing at the opening of the movie, "Walking Tall," at
the Capri Theatre. This is a true
story of Pusser's as sheriff of
McNairy County.
Karen Alexander, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh Alexander, was second place winner in the Kentucky 4H Citizenship Record Contest, according to Fred Gillum, County
Agent in 4-H Work.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr: and Mrs. Wayne D.
. Sego, April
28.
Elected as officers of Student
Council of Murray High School were
Rhonda Garland, Krista Kennedy,
Jan Rose and Martha McKinney.
Twenty years ago

A music-drama based upon the invention of radio by Murray's Nathan
B. Stubblefield has been written by
two Murray State College faculty
members, Paul Shahan and Lillian
Lowry. It will be presented May 23
and 25.
Deaths reported include Marvin A.
Broach, 81, and Mrs. Thelma Mile
Brooks,57.
Dr. Edward Brunner, Murray
State College, has returned from a
regional conference on Talent
Development in Virginia.
Dr. Marvin Wade of the Sociology
Department, Murray State College,
will speak at the May Fellowship luncheon of Church Women United today at the First Methodist Church.
Prof. Bill Baas of the Art Department, Murray State College,showed
slides of work in Cambodia at the
meeting of the Zeta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club. New officers of the department are Mrs.
Robert Wyman, Mrs. Ed West, Mrs.
Purdom Outland and Mrs. Morris
Lamb.

Thirty years ago
The Murray Lions Club "Slave
Sale" for May 15 has been completed,
according to Bryan Tolley, club
president. Proceeds will go to the
Calloway County Health Center.
Dejiths reported include Mrs. Martha Magness, 83, and Mrs. Nettie
Knight,78.
The Calloway County TB Association has been given an award by Kentucky Tuberculosis Association for
having the highest increase in sales
of 1952 Christmas Seals for counties
under 50,000 population. This is sponsored by Home Department of Murray Woman's Club with Mrs. O.C.
Wells as seal chairman and Mrs.
H.T. Waldrop as bond chairman.
The First Christian Church is
hosting the 1953 annual convention of
District One of the Christian Churches today.
Orchestra Night program will be
presented on thfrd floor of Murray
Training School on May 5, according
to Prof. Josiah Darnall, director of,

music.

Plans currently are underway for a
second printing of Ken Wolf's
"Thoughts in Season," a paperback
collection of the author's columns
which have appeared in the Murray
Ledger & Times. There will have to
be 350 requests for the book to warrant a second printing. Those wanting to order the book, at $5 per copy
for advance orders, should contact
Susan Hart at 753i3474.

How To Get A
Good Gov't Job
Immediate Openings
$8,342 To $57,500 a Year

WASHINGTON Special) -It's true. More than 150,000
U.S. federal, state and local
job openings, both skilled and
unskilled, are currently
available. All who wish to apply should write for free report
before
midnight
Saturday. Send name, address and date of birth to Government Employment News
Service,Dept. 1337,107 Delaware Ave., Suite 1470, Buffalo, NY 14202-3073. Please
enclose one dollar for immediate airmail/first class shipment.
OGE3 1983
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Mason-Stanley wedding planned

•

TASTING LUNCHEON — Members of the 19 homemakers clubs in Calloway County serve food,top p to,
at the ninth annual county tasting luncheon in social hall of First United Methodist Church on April 28 with
Paula Palmer as general luncheon chairman. A variety of meats, vegetables, salads and desserts provided
by the members were served. Shown in bottom photo are the many members and guests enjoying the luncheon.
Staff photos b Jo Burkeen

'Garden Deportment takes tour in Land Between the Lakes
Members of the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's Club made
a trip to the Land Between the Lakes on Thursday, April 7, with Janet
Wallis as program chairman.
Their first stop was at
Golden Pond Visitor
Center to see the orientation program.
At Woodlands Nature
Center, Jackie Beasley
introduced them to a barred owl and a hawk. She
said they lived there at

the nature center and
were used learning tools
for the many visitors.
-What Good Is A
Warbler?" was the subject of a film shown which
depicted the nesting
habits of the Texas bird.
The group had lunch
and dessert at Patti's
Restaurant at Grand
Rivers.
Sallyanne Sawyer,
chairman, presided at the
business session. Reports
were given by Janet
Wallis, acting as

5usanneg

secretary in absence of
Faye McConnell, Jane
Lane, treasurer, Myrtle
Douglas, first vice for
nominating committee,
and Effie Vaughn for
standing committee
report.
Elected as department
officers for 1983-84 were
Rosanna Miller, chairman; Janet Wallis, first
vice; Faye McConnell,
second vice; Joan
Whayne, secretary; Jane
Lane, treasurer; Modelle
Miller, chaplain; Ruth

Wilson, Lochie Hart and
Jo Williams, nominating
committee.
Hostesses for April
were Ruth Wilson, Lily
Williams, Geneva
Ferguson, Helen Hodges,
Lottie Key, Mary Davis,
Artie Morris and Clover
Cotham.
The department will
meet Thursday, May 5, at
noon for a salad luncheon
with a garden tour, planned by Dorothy Byrn, program chairman, to
follow.

Mr. and Mrs. Neale B.
Mason announce the coming marriage of their
daughter, Katharine
Eleanor(Kip), to William
J. Stanley, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James P. Stanley of
Topeka, Kan.
Miss Mason, a
graduate of Murray High
School, received music
degrees from Murray
State University and the
Master's Degree in viola
performance from the
University of Illinois,
Champaign-Urbana.
The bride-elect is a
Ph.D. candidate in string
pedagogy at the Universtty of Wisconsin, Madison.
Mr. Stanley received
the Bachelor of Music
degree frqm the University of Kansas and the
Master of Music in performance at the University of Illinois where he
now is a doctoral candidate.
Currently he is appearing as trombonist with
the "Chestnut Brass
Company," a professional brass quintet out of
Philadelphia.
The wedding is planned
for Saturday, June 4, at 2
p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church,
Murray.
A reception will be held
in the Church Pilgrim
Hall immediately following the ceremony.
Friends of the couple
are invited to attend the
wedding and the reception.

Kathiirine Eleanor Mason
to marry William J. Stanley

Newborn admissions, dismissals listed by hospital
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Thursday,
April 28, was 165 adults
and 13 in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby boy Jameson,
parents, Roy and Sharon,

For Mom And The Graduate

Rt. 1, Almo;
Baby girl
Huebschmann, parents,
Jerry and Connie, Rt. 2,
Calvert City;
Baby boy Emerson,
parents, Clifton and
Mary,Rt. 2;
Baby boy Wright,

Precious and Pretty

Diamond Earrings

10% off Framing
for

Prom Pictures
Graduation Diplomas
Awords Certificates
Famous Artist Prints
1/2 price.
Sale Good Thru June 15th
Ask About Our
Kaftan Klenser products for restoring oil paintings, old picture frames, antiques and all
metals.
753-5819
100 5.13th

Italian Spaghetti
Very special!

Friday, May 6th
Saturday, May 7th
Sunday, May 8th

s With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra

Your Choice —
14Itt. white or yellow gold.

12:00-1:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
12:00-1:30 p.m.
5:00-6:30 p.m.
11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.

SAVE 25%
ON ENTIRE STOCK
Wilton® Cake Decorating Center.
May 2-May 8.

JCPenneyShopping Center
Chestnut Hills
Murray, Kentucky

Very special!
$2495

CAKE DECORATING
DEMONSTRATIONS!
Wednesday, May 4th

Special
$ 49

ER 5

99' Special For Kids
Wednesday 11AM-10PM
too .-A!cit trhs we 1 at home for Ms pore

What away to wrap up her day!
All Ladies

Dresses

parents, Edward and
Cathy, 1333 Fairway Circle, Mayfield;
Batty boy Markle,
parents, Bruce and Jan,
Rt.8, Benton;
Baby girl Riddle,
parents, Morris and
Sherilyn, Rt.8,Benton.
Dismissals were as
follows:

Dan S. Harrell, Rt. 6;
Miss Jessica Jones, 1101
Poplar St.; Herbert
Key, 205 North 10th St.;
Mrs. Sue Overbey, 170
Riviera; Mrs. Becky Dee
Smith, 1519 Beckett;
Freddie Lemonds, 913
Dunlap, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Patricia Lane, A20
Fox Meadows;
Mrs. Sandra Hicks, Rt.
5; Gary Roberson, 1602
Oak Hill; Miss Donna
Ford, Rt. 3; Mrs. Lillian
Holland, Rt. 6, Paris,
Tenn.; William David
Forrester, Rt. 1, Farmington. Mrs. Ladonna
Sims, 903 Story; Clifton
Roberts, Rt.5;
Commie Cain, Rt. 1,
Almo; Mrs. Henrietta
Kibbler, Rt. 1,
Palmersville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Mae Goodwin, H3
central contor 783-3314 Southside Manor; Joe B.
Smith, Rt. 3; Mrs. Mary
S. Hatcher, 729 Nash;
Ligon Crawford, Rt. 5,
Mayfield; Roy Collins,
Rt. 1, Water Valley;
Mrs. Pauline Nelson,
Rt. 3, Benton; Mrs. Carla
Carter, 1617 Ryan; Mrs.
Josephine McLemore, 101
Hickory; Oliver C.
Its as for as
McLemore, 101 Hickory;
you con go.
Mrs. Dottie Jones, 157
liaslulance
Walnut; Mrs. Pauline
Wilson (expired), 846
Hurt.
President John Kennedy announced an embargo in 1962 on United
States trade with Cuba,
except on some foods and
eitesblut /14- 783-3314 drugs.

Jr., Misses *Nall Sizes

10% on
New Skipmest Ladies

Cled Selection Ladies

Blouses
GIN soon
Cotton
Dresses

Sizes 5-16

wzo
/
2
sin:141/2-241

Slacks

Sizes 6 thre 11

Sizes

Small Tire XXI.

1099,91"
GIN Solectiee

Ladies Jeans

k's 1 Misses

fiesl Salado

Toiletries
By leeel

Lilies
Dress Shoes, Casual
Shots, Crass Hoppers Canvas Shoes
ad Noose Shoes

-Weddings„ -Portraits- -Photos CopiedHarry Allison,
Photographer
Quality Photos
Reasonable Price
753-8809
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Warning; The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smekiipj:z-Dcrfigerous to Your Health.
12 mg 'tar: 1.0 mg nicotine av, per cigarette. by FTC method.
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Chapter M ofPEO Sisterhood plans for state convention at meetings

-

Mrs. John Twomey
The April meetings of
Chapter M of the P.E.O. president, presided. She
Sisterhood were held in announced the new comthe homes of Mrs. L. J. mittee appointments for
Hortin of Murray and the coming year. She callMrs. Edward M. Nun- ed for committee reports
nelee of Mayfield. Dr. which included news of
Joan Maupin was the Cottey College in Nevada,
assistant hostess in the Mo., owned and supported by the national
home of Mrs. Hortin.

Babbles From Bobbie
"PRETTY MAIDS ALL IN A ROW"
When choosing the maid of honor and
bridesmaids, the amount of chosen friends is
limited to twelve. The maid of honor's duties are to
assist the bride and her mother in any way she can
during the preparations for the wedding. She may
be needed to help compile the guest list, address
invitations, or run last minute errands:
Bridesmaids are generally chosen from close
friends and if the groom has a sister, it is
customary to ask her to be a maid although not
necessarily an honor attendent. Bridesmaids ore
expected to supply their own transportation to the
wedding if they are from out of town.
Junior bridesmaids are generally ages 10-14. In
the procession she. walks in front of the
bridesmaids. In the recession, she may walk alone
or if there is an extra groomsman, walk with him.
The best man is usually a brother or if the groom
doesn't have one, a close friend or often times, the
father of the groom. His duties include:
messenger, valet, overseer and general commander. He sees to it that the groom is fitted in
his tuxedo, has the flowers for the bride ordered
and delivered, rings, the clergyman's fee, helps
get ushers and groomsmen ready, gets luggage to
the car or hotel, and last but not least, signs the
marriage license.
Groomsmen and best man are supposed to pay
for their own attire, with the exception of their
ties, gloves, and/or hats if worn. They are often
doubles for ushers and must seat guests as well as
parents and grandparents of the couple. They do
not stand in the receiving line at the reception, but
are close by to run any errands that might occur.
Maids and groomsmen are a beautiful part of our
wedding ceremonies and they are a tremendous
help in getting all the details completed.

organization of PEO.
Plans for seeking an
IPS scholarship recipient
were reviewed. Mrs.
Hugh Oakley read a letter
from Mrs. Ralph
Tesseneer, a former
member of Chapter M.
News of Mrs. Gerald
Hudder was reported by
Mrs. Nunnelee and Mrs.
Henry McKenzie.
The coming state
meeting of PEO to be
held in May at Barkley
Lodge with Chapter M as
the hostess chapter was
the main item of
business. Mrs. John
Quertermous, general
chairman, announced a
meeting in the near
future of all chairmen.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges

RENT TO OWN
AMERICA'S LARGEST RENT-TO-or/ SYSTEM
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Reports of the sick
were given and special
note was taken of the
deaths in two families of
members, Mrs. Howard

Meeting Thursday
Alpha Omicron Pi Alumni Corporation in Murray
will meet Thursday, May 5, at 7 p.m. in Alpha
Omicron Pi Room at Murray State University in
conjunction wih the monthly alumni meeting.

Tennis ploy Wednesday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Wednesday, May 4, at 9:30 a.m. at the
club.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Gayle
Foster, Alice rouse, Cecilia Brock and Renee
Wynn; Court Two — Kathy Kopperud, Laura
Miller, Kay Ray and Ann Uddberg.

Thompson recital tonight

TV•Video•Audio•Appliances

121 By Pass

ml
2647 N.C. Mathis
Drive Paducah 444-6666

204 S. 416 Murray
759-4487

753-4541

VOWS ONDE.1.0ENTly MIMED AND MEWED

COOK'S JEWELRY

sv•

LONGTERM
OBUGATION

Christopher Thompson, instructor of violin and
viola and chairman of the String Division of Murray
State University's Music Department, will present
a faculty violin recital tonight (Tuesday) at 8 p.m.
in Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center, MSU. He
will be assisted by Eula McCain, violinist, and
Marie Taylor, pianist. Thompson also serves as
conductor of MSU, Symphony Orchestra and as
violinist of Faculty Piano Trio.

4e,

Central Shopping Center
Hours: 9:30-6:00

Titsworth's father-in-law,
Harper Titsworth, and
Mrs. Maurice
Christopher's mother,
Mrs. Ruby Lee Eaker.
The members voted to
present an honorarium at
the coming state convention for Mrs. Olga
Freeman, vice president
of Kentucky State
Chapter. Plans for this
convention to be held
May 17, 18 and 19 at
Barkley Lodge were
reviewed.
Members present in addition to those mentioned
were Mrs. N.T. Beal,
Mrs. Olga Freeman, Mrs.
Charlotte Gregory, Mrs.
Harlan Hodges, Mrs. L.
J. Hortin, Mrs. A.C. La
Follette, Mrs. James
Parker, Mrs. John
Quertermous, Mrs.
Harry Sparks, Mrs.
Frank Stubblefield, and
Mrs. Terri McCullar.
The next meeting will
be on the Saturday following Convention, May 21,
in the home of Mrs. La
Follette. At that time full
reports of convention proceedings will be given.

Gregory, Mrs. Lochie
Hart, Miss Ann Herron,
Mrs. A.C. La Follette,
Mrs. James Parker, Mrs.
Jane Sisk, Mrs. Harry
Sparks, Mrs. Frank Stubblefield and Mrs. Paul
Sturm.
Mrs. Edward Nurtnelee
served a luncheon from
appointed tables covered
with linen cloths and
centered with arrangements of spring
flowers.
Following the luncheon
Mrs. Twomey, president,
presided. She appointed
Mrs. Sturm to serve as
recording secretary.
Mrs. William Major,
chaplain, read scriptural
passages from Genesis.
The program
assignments for the coming year were announced
by Mrs. Henry McKenzie.
The program theme idea
will be "Radiating All
Light Possible."

Singer featured
The Calloway County
High School Chamber
Singers, directed by
Lavaughn R. Wells, have
been selected as one of 10
choirs to represent the
United States of America

at the 12th annual International Youth and Music
Festival in Vienna,
Austria, in July.
The Murray Ledger &
Times is featuring an
autobiographical sketch
about each member of
the Chamber Singers to
allow readers to become
acquainted with the local
representatives to Vienna.
Tim McCoy, son of
Homer and Alice McCoy,
is a junior who sings bass
in the Chamber Singers.
He sings in the Concert
-Choir and Columbia

Tim McCoy
Blues. For two years he
has performed a lead role
in the "Yuletide Songe
Feaste" madrigal dinner.
McCoy is a member of
the Calloway High Pep
Club. He has participated
in the Kentucky Music
Education Association's
Solo and Ensemble Contest.
He attends the Bethel
Chapel Church where he
participates in the choir.
McCoy plans to attend
college after high school
and hopes to study architecture.

DATEBOOK

The Shon)case

"If you have comments or
questions, we would appreciate hearing from you."

presented theprogram on
Continuing gducation.
She reminded the
members in a graphic
fashion of ways each continues her education. The
necessity to grow intellectually for her own
enjoyment of life and for
the fulfillment of any
talent she possesses was
a major emphasis in Mrs.
Hodges'talk.
From a refreshment
table centered with an arrangement of spring
flowers from the Hortins'
garden, refreshments
were served by the
hostesses.
Those attending, not
previously named, were
Mrs. N.T. Beal, Mrs.
Olga Freeman, Mrs. John

Murray, Ky.

Special Sale For Mother's Day
Master Charon - VISA

7-Diamond

$49500

SPECIAL
7-Diamonds

SPECIAL
1 Ct. T.W.

The Executive Committee of the Paris District
United Methodist Women will be hostess for the annual "President's Day" luncheon at the First
United Methodist Church, Martin, Tenn., on Thursday, May 5, at 10 a.m. All unit presidents of the
Paris District are invited to attend.

Wallace boy born
James Chase is the name chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
James Gary Wallace, Rt. 2, for their baby boy,
weighing 10 pounds, measuring 213
/
4 inches, born
,Sunday, April 24, at 8:08 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Their other children are Amy,
Tonya and Shane Wallace.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Herman Wallace
of Milburn and Mr. and Mrs. Ross Wilder of Murray.

Special
Mother's Day Gifts
from

Piet

SPECIAL

$99500

Luncheon Thursday

Katherine Mason,
bride-elect of W. J.
Stanley, has made
her selection of
tainless and china.
The wedding will be
une 4, 1983.

753-1606

SPECIAL
Ladies 19 Dia.
Ladies 2 Ct. T.W. Cluster /
1
2 Ct. T.W
Diamond Cluster

Ploy planned two days
Group A of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thursday, May 5, and Friday, May 6, at
9:30 a.m. Thursday's lineup will be Court One —
Sue Overbey, Andrea Hogancamp, Rainey Apperson and Jeanette Williams; Court Two — Brenda
Marquardt, Emmy Edwards, Shelia Farmer and
Patsy Oakley.
Friday's lineup will be Court One — Judy Carroll,
Sharon Wells, Joni Billington and Sharron Brown;
Court Two — Peggy Billington, Jenny Sue Smock,
Patsy Miller and Janie Ryan; Court Three — Vickie
Baker, Carol Lorenz, Frankie McNutt and Lois
Keller.

Special 3 Piece Set
S

29500

Something
Special For Him

free Gift
Wrapping
II Bel Air Center

PUBLIC NOTICE
.s
Mattress & Foundations

*

2 DAYS ONLY

We Pass
The Saving
To You

CONDUCTED BY MOTEL MATTRESS DISTRIBUTORS

Eagle Inn

AT:

'295"

$895"

10 Kt.-14 Kt. Gold

Someone Special
..

7 Dia. Cluster
$

SO

9500

7-Diamond
Bridal Set
SPECIAL

Special

TWIN
FULL
$3900

BRING YOUR CAR,
TRUCK, OR TRAILER
Plastic Wrapped

Loch Piece

1/4 Ct. T.W.$295"
1/2 Ct. T.W. $395"
1 Ct. T.W.$775"

25%-50% on

DATE:
Wed. May 4th
Thurs. May 5th
TIME:
Wed. 10-7
Thurs. 10-6

Innerspring

1110
Wedding Band

517 South 12th Hwy 641 Murray

Sold
Sots Only

OFF FACTORY TRUCKS

WHILE THEY LAST!!

EVERYTHING

MUST GO

All merchandise is brand new. None used, none soiled. Still in original factory packaging. Not to be confused with bedding belonging to the
motel in which this sale is conducted.

Special Someone

ALL TYPES ALL SIZES

DISCONTINUED PATTERNS

SAVE'100"

Or more

7 Dia. Cluster
$75011

sOit

Special
/
1 2 Ct. T.W.

Special
Dia. Earrings
Y2

Ct. T.W.'

$49500 $59500
Come In And Check Our Priam

on most sets

-1
44

Terms Cash
er
Personal
Chock

EXTRA FIRM BALANCED
ORTHOPEDIC SUPPORT
MATTRESS & FOUNDATIONS
AT GREAT SAVINGS

TWIN
FULL
QUEEN
KINGS

MALMO® 1E0 FRAMES
TWIN & FULL
QUEEN

$20.00
$22.50
$25.00

KING
—DEALERS WELCOME-
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Speech institute to offer forensics, interpretation
Forensics and interpretation will be the two
areas of study offered in
the ninth annual High
School Speech Institute at
Murray State University
July 17-23.
Bob Valentine, debate
coach at Murray State
and institute director, explained that junior high
and senior high school
students interested in
speech activities will
have an opportunity to
choose between the offerings at the camp.

s he
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Noting that the institute
is the only one of its kind
in the area, Valentine
said it will include instruction and practice in
such contest events as
debating, oratory, extemporaneous speaking, prose and poetry reading,
and dramatic interpretation.
He added that "an exceptional staff" has been
assembled for the 1983 institute, including professional actors and actresses, several college

instructors and three
coaches whose teams
have received national
honors. Ruby Krider, nationally known writer on
creative dramatics and
oral interpretation, will
be in charge of interpretive studies.
Forensic students will
concentrate in debate and
oratory. Interpretation
students will study the
reading of prose and
poetry, as well as solo
and duo dramatic
literature. They will

THE DAYTONA SURPRISE!

a.

select one of the areas as ticipate several
a specialty.
newcomers."
Special seminars will
He said students usualbe offered for advanced
ly
come from Memphis,
students.
Tuition and fees for the St. Louis, West Tennessee
week's activities will be and Southeast Missouri,
$50. Students wishing to as well as from West Kenstay in Murray State dor- tucky and the Murraymitories must pay addi- Calloway County area.
tional fees, but, ac- Additional information
cording to Valentine, a about the institute may
student could spend the be obtained by writing or
week at Murray State for calling: Director, Sumapproximately $130.
mer Speech Institute,
"We already have a Department of Speech
good number of students and Theatre, Murray
returning from last State University, Muryear's institute," Valen- ray, Ky., 42071, telephone
tine said, "and we an- (5021 762-4483.

•

LIFE HOUSE — Sandy Gail Lyons, counselor of Life House Crisis Pregnancy
Center, 1506 Chestnut St., presides at an exhibit concerning the center shown at
the Calloway Public Library through Thursday. The center provides free
pregnancy testing, information, guidance and counseling for women who are experiencing a crisis pregnancy. For more information or to make an appointment
call 753-0700.
Staff photo by Jo Burkeen

In Daytona Beach, Student works recognized
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you can enjoy this
year's vacation at
old fashioned prices!
Choose from six
great oceanfront
hotels with seasonal
discounts up to 25%
off.
Return the coupon
below and receive a
free copy of the
Florida Vacation
Fun Guide plus
information about
our fine hotels.

4
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at

TOLL FREE RESERVATIONS

800-874-7420
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Please rush my copy of the Florida Vacation
Fun Guide plus information about Ocean
Elevens Resorts to:

)11,
rn;

DAYTONA
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MONO 16111J1311

Name
Address

RESORTS

City
2025 S. Atlantic Ava.
Daytona Beach Shores, FL 32018

State

Tip

D-133
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Art work by six Murray
About 80 entries from
State University students Murray State were conhas been recognized for sidered in the annual
excellence by Capitol competition, which was
Engraving Company of begun by Capitol EngravNashville, Tenn., and will ing in 1980. The appointbe reproduced in the ment calendar is used to
firm's 1984 appointment showcase the quality of
calendar.
the firm's services and to
Awarded certificates of provide exposure for stuexcellence in the com- dent art work to advertispetition were: Martin ing agencies, publishers
Welch, Louisvlle; and other related
Michele Foster, Kent- businesses in the field of
wood, Mich.; Rick Ar- commercial art.
rowood, Hopkinsville; Joe Rigsby, assistant
Teresa Swinford, professor of art at MurPaducah; Lynda Ander- ray State, has had
son, Holland, Mo.; and students in the competiSarah Southerland, tion each year since it
Evansville,Ind. •
began. The entire 1983
Welch was also the win- calendar.is made up enner of a $500 purchase tirely of work by Murray
award.
State students.
The Murray State Each year the competistudents are among 52 tion is centered on a parfrom 10 colleges and ticular theme, and all
universities in the pieces must be related to
Southeast whose work it. The theme for 1984 was
was selected to illustrate "Patterns."
the weeks of the calendar Capitol Engraving has
for 1984.
been producing color
separations since 1909.

Fire chief
is appointed
FORT THOMAS, Ky.
(AP) — William E.
•Dieckman, 49 of
Shelbyville, has been
named Fort Thomas Fire
Chief.
Dieekman, who has 18
years experience, received national recognition
for his fire education program in Shelby County
schools.
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humanely Speaking

Humane Sunday
Written by
• Third, it was sugHumane Society
gested that all clergymen
May 1-7 is National Be be encouraged to preach
Kind to Animals Week. a sermon about kindness
This observance begins on Humane Sunday.
each year on the first Humanitarians in those
Sunday in May, known early days were fighting
traditionally as Humane for recognition of the
Sunday.
humane cause, and the
But BKAW did not spr- first observance of
ing up in the last few Humane Sunday and Be
years aas a result of the Kind to Animals Week
nation's renewed interest was enthusiasticall, acin "second -citizen" complished.
causes. Be Kind to Almost 70 years later,
Animals Week is one of the Humane Society of
the oldest special weeks Calloway County strongly
in existence in this coun- upholds the original
try — first observed of- BKAW objectives as do
ficially in 1915.
thousands of other grassThe American Humane roots humane organizaAssociation launched the tions.
idea of a National KWAW We celebrate "Humane
at its annual convention Sunday," a time to
in Atlantic City in 1914.
remember the helpless —
Three main ,objectives especially children and
were established then for animals — with kindness,
a widespread "kindness compassion and defense.
campaign:"
And we celebrate Be Kind
• First, it was decided to Animals Week in the
to take to the schools the spirit of John Ruskin who
message of the im- said, "Not to be actively
portance of humane kind is to be cruel."
education;
During BKAW this
• Second, it was vital to year, we want to remind
publicize the work of people that kindness
local humane societies;
begins at home — with

their own pets. We urge
pet owners to obey the
leash laws, to have their
pets sterilized, and to
give them adquate food,
water, shelter, health
care, exercise and affection.
The Humane Society
hosted an open house at
the Animal Shelter on
Humane Sunday (May 1)
ken 1-4.

•

Your Individual
Horoscope
FOR
O WEDNESDAY,
MAY 4, 1983
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) en4
The outlook for friendship is
mixed. Invitations from afar
arrive, but be careful in financial dealings with others.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Be content with monetary
gains which come now. Avoid
dubious investments. Expect
favorable
career
developments, but watch ego.
GEMINI
{ May 21 to June 20)
Loved ones should make
plans to travel together.
Clarify your aims regarding
education.• Be less impressionable. Follow instincts.
CANCER
( June 21 to July 22)
Increased benefits may
come through a pension investment or retirement plan.
Expand your horizons regarding occupational interests.
LEO
July 23 to Aug. M) 4.12'RQ
Romance comes unexpectedly, but take one day at a
time.Some of your aspirations
may be unrealistic. See others
as they are.
VIRGO
! Aug.23 to Sept. 22) nruA.
You may decide to do some
xork from your home. You
-eceive,excellent advice about
in artistic matter. A relative
needs understanding.
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 1
You'll hear some good news.
A child pleases you in one way
and disappoints you in
nother. It's part of growing
uc.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nt'eliS
Though it's a good time to
make purchases for the home,
expect some differences of
opinion from others in matters
of taste.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.fltoDec.21) "
Go with your first impulse
about a creative or travel matter. You're inclined to second
guess yourself. Pay attention
at work.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.72 to Jan. 19) V
A slight misunderstanding
could occur with a romantic
interest or a child. Financial
benefits accrue, but watch expenditures.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18) "`"I.
Opportunities come from
others, yet one friend could let
you down in some way. A
home matter also concerns
you after dart.
PISCES
(Feb.19toNiar.20) )(1
Some genuine career opportunities come now, but curb a
tendency to fantasize. You're
inclined not to be direct with
others.
YOU BORN TODAY have
the ability to apply yourself.

nor"

All Of
These
Microwaves
On Sale
WHY OUR OPTICIANS
WANT TO KNOW
HOW YOU PUTT.

$5O

If you've ever tried to line up a critical putt while your trifocals kept turning the golf ball into a white blur, you
know how important well-designed eyewear can be.
So if your Southern Optical optician asks you how your
golf game is, or whether you play racquetball or tennis,or
skin dive orclimb mountains,we're not being nosey. All we
want to do is prepare your glasses so that no matter what
you're doing, you can forget you've got them on.
We ask a lot of questions. It's part of the personal
attention you get from Southern Optical, and just one of
the steps we take to make your eyewear the best you can
buy. We take a lot of other steps,too. They're all explained
in the free booklet we call "Extra Steps to Excellence."
Stop in and ask for a copy. Who knows? It could take a
few strokes off your game.

Off
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Model JE T 209

90 DAYS Same
As Cash
In Store Financing
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OPlitat

641N.
Across From
Cokonial
House

Your real valivin better vision.
Eyewear.Contact Lenses

1+13-4217i-IVIL
Top 'N
•Large 1 4 Cu. ft capacity
Bottom microwave feed designed for
level
Power
evenly cooked foods II 10
settings ill Digital clock display for
time. temperature. power level III Temperature ptobe feature•Handsome
simulated wood grain cabinet II Black
glass front.
Model RE964

WEST KENTUCKY
APPLIANCE

753-4478
I.
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com-m-uhity7ev-ents of the-are-a
ming-

announced bi variouslocal organizations and churches

Thursday, May 5
Thursday, May 5
Thursday, May 5
Wednesday, May 4
Tuesday, May 3
Alpha Omicron Pi
Helping Hands will
Mothers Day Out will
Murray TOPS (take off
Flint Baptist Church
Corp. in Murray
Alumni
meet
at
7
p.m.
For
inbe at 9 a.m. at First Bappounds sensibly) Club mission groups are
formation call 436-2663, tist Church.
will meet at 7 p.m. in
will meet at 7 p.m. at Scheduled to meet at 7
436-2363 or 436-2143.
Health Center.
P.m.
Murray Women of the
Alcoholics Anonymous
Coffee for ladies of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
will meet at 8 p.m. in Oaks Country Club will be
at lodge hall.
western portion of at 9 a.m. at the club.
Livestock and Exposition
Parents Anonymous
('enter.
Senior citizens
will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
greenhouse, e ain and
information call 759-1087
Delta Department of Broach Stre , will be
or 753-6089, anytime, 753Murray Woman's Club open from 10 a.m. to
4126, evenings, and 762will meet at 6:30 p.m. at noon.
2963, days.
club house for a salad
Murray High School
-upper.
Art Department will have
Garden Department of
an open house and exhibit Murray Woman's Club
Murray Assembly No.
for their parents, friends, will have a salad lun(9 Order of the Rainbow
(E80)
and all interested persons cheon at noon at club
• Saves
for Girls will meet at 7
from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 house followed by a
Counterspacel
p.m. at lodge hall.
p.m.
garden tour.
• Easily mounts
Quilt Lovers will have
under cabinet.
Ladies day golf will
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
• Opens cans,
an organizational
bottles, plastic bags.
meeting from 6 to 8 p.m. start with shotgun teeoff of Beta Sigma Phi is
• Opens extra
at Calloway Public at 9:30 a.m. at Murray scheduled to meet at 7:30
Country Club with Diane p.m. at Ellis Center.
tall cans.
library.
Villanova as hostess.
• Removable
cutting assembly
Preceptor Omicron
Murray Optimist Club
Thursday, May 5
for easy cleaning.
Chapter of Beta Sigma
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Murray Civitan Club Phi is scheduled to meet
• Power Pierce.
Homeplace Restaurant.
will meet at 7 p.m. at at 7:30 p.m. at Commerce
First United Methodist Homeplace Restaurant.
Centre.
Church Women will have
Murray Appliance and TV
Senior citizens
Mothers Morning Out is
a mother-daughter banYour
General Electric Dealer In Murray
quet at 5:30 p.m. at greenhouse at Main and scheduled at 8:30 a.m. at
Broach
Streets
will
be
212 East Main Street
church social hall.
Good Shepherd United
open from Ito 3 p.m.
Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners 753-1586
Methodist Church.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet
as follows: Dorothy with
Mrs. Jim Williams at
10:30 a.m. and Bea
Walker with Mrs. Gerald
Cooper at 7:30 p.m.

Thursday, May 5
AOPi room in conjunction
with monthly alumni
meeting.

PAC

Thursday, May 5
Thursday, May 5
"The Spiral Staircase" in Playhouse in the
will be presented by Com- Murray-Calloway County
munity Theatre at 8 p.m. Park.

sit
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ALL
SHIRTS

*Dress Shirts
•Sport Shirts
*Knit Shirts
*Screen Print Shirts
GRAHAM Et JACKSON
For The
Particular Man
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

481Nees.

1
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Bethel Baptist Bible
Study will be at 6 p.m. at
home of David Cunningham, Utterback Road.

ELEBRATING ITS 10011111EAR IN THE
RING OF KODING.WE CONSIDER THEM ONE OF
N THE BUSINESS-1F WE DIDN'T WE WOULD NOT
THEIR PRODUCT FOR 34 YEARS. WE BOUGHT A
UANTITY OF BEDDING AT A VERY GOOD
MADE SPECIAL
THEIRREJLARUNL
T TIP IS THE
nib IN 34

Murray Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Gleason Hall. For
information call 489-2244
or 753-8345.
'•E.S.P." will be
presented by elementary
school students from
Murray City School
System at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray
State University, at 7
p.m.
Wednesday, May 4
Open house will be held
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. and
7 to 9 p.m. at Murray
Head Start in Early
Childhood Education
Center, North 16th Street.
For information call 7537286.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
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Mission groups of
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church are scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m.

E!

Best-dressed
statesmen
are named
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NEW YORK (AP) —
President Reagan,known
for his natty dress both in
the White House and on
the ranch, has been
chosen best-dressed
statesman by the Fashion
Foundation of America.
The president was
bested last year by West
Germany's Helmut
Schmidt.
Dustin Hoffman was
named best dressed in the
"screen" category, but
for his skirts rather than
his sportscoats. Hoffman
plays an actor who poses
as a woman in the 'film
"Tootsie."
The foundation, a garment industry trade
group, annually chooses
the best-dressed men in
10 categories, according
to John Tudor, chairman
of the foundation's men's
division.
Others on the list were:
—Sports: Herschel
Walker.
—International Society: Prince Philip of Great
Britain.
—Business: New York
real estate baron Harry
Helmsley.
—Stage: Actor David
Cassidy, now starring on
Broadway in "Joseph and
the Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat."
—Government: Gov..
Bob Graham of Florida.

of
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--Civic Artier!: -Mayor
Angelo Martinelli of
Toiokers, N.Y. —Communications:
New York City
newsletter Chuck Scarborough.
—Entertainment:
.Perry Como.
.1
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Local high school students receive scholarships
(EDITOR'S NOTE —
Several Murray State
University scholarship
recipients have been announced by the
university.)
Ray Ferguson, a senior
at Murray High School,
has been awarded a
Board of Regents
scholarship from Murray
State University. During
his senior year, Ray was
involved in Spanish Club,
newspaper staff, and Boy
Scouts. Ray is the son of
John and LuRae
Ferguson.

by
bard forfeiter
Hunger off

DRY BED

Until May 14

imonisommonggempisee

The greatest gift you can give• bridevetter and the rest of the
family, too, is an end to this parlous problem, and make no
mistake, bedwetting is WOOS. Ti cep cause complicated psychological problems that last • lifetime.
so needless be
caum bedwetting. when not caused by organic defect Of
disease,can be ended.Send for our free brodture."Bedwetting
t -What
All About and Mow To End it,. report by Iwo
medical doctors. No obligation.

i

WALLPAPER
ALLPAPER

American and international Troveffime

3594 Lome Oak Rd. (Across From Pines)

Its

Its
-Equally Effective for Adults"

Get the most
for your
money!

Mall to: PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL. LTD.
555 Birch Street / Nekoosa, VVI 54457
PARENTS NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE
tnterr.e..Ona. Ltd ,9713
MU-8
WE HELP SOME DOCTORS CHILDREN

• Insured savings up to $100,000
by the FSLIC.
• Highest earnings allowable.
• Interest compounded daily on accounts listed below.
• Convenient locations.
•Save at Home,with folks you
know.

thru May 7

8.67%

Wood Screen Door
From

45

24

repobilem
rer•
rimed perily Ier my* 1,16anowl from wrilfteee memos.

18 MONTHS
MONEY MARKET MONEY MARKET
VARIABLE CEILING
INVESTMENT
CHECKING
CERTIFICATES
ACCOUNT
ACCOUNT

ew ours -

Priced To Sell
Arab Termite Control
Save Your Investments
Delden Garage Doors
16x7 Wood Doors"
MI 443
With Glass $3250o

25% Off

representing

Bargain Days
April 28

Custom Decks No. 2
Treated Lumber

'The Hunger'
doesn't quite satisfy

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

LET THEM HAVE A

,

James Allen West, a
senior at Muray High
School, has been awarded
Kimberly Oles, a senior a Presidential Scholar
-

3 Styles Available

9.50

COMPOUNDED DAILY
COMPOUNDED DAILY
92500 Minimum
$2500 Minimum
Rate effective titre May 9th
Rate effective tisrv May 9th
If ebe average meattely Woke felt bel., unialasem, I.retit iecreases I.5.25%

Owens Corning Fiberglass
Shingles

COMPOUNDED DAILY
Effective Anna& Yield

9.96%
$500 Minimum
Rote effective thru May 9th

9EdEtal

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIOIsh,

ilf‘turray Branch

Installation Avoilohle
•
•
sys`

9x7 Wood Doors
Model 423

eallIMMO

1201 Main St.
759-1630

LENDER

With Glass $18000
Dean

..--• it it it

it

Materials•Fair Prices•Prom t Service
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ship from Murray State
University. During his
senior year, Jimmy was
involved in Kentucky
State Senate, Student
Council, Who's Who in
American H.S. Athletes,
America's Outstanding
H.S. Names and Faces,
math team, Future
Business Leaders of
America, French team
and chemistry team.
James is the son of
Joseph and Jeanne West
and plans to study
engineering physics at
Murray State this fall.

WALLPAPER

BEDWETTER

7

at Murray High School,
has been awarded a Carr
Scholarship from Murray
State University. During
her senior year, Kimberly was involved in
theatre, speech, FHA,
Tri-Alpha, French Club
and Student Council.
Kimberly plans to study
communications at Murray State this fall.

•• ,••

Woman sentenced

TOP SCORERS — Debbie Rutledge, Murray Middle School 7th grader,
has
been announced as one of the top scorers nationwide on the Duke University
Talent Identification Program. Debbie was initially selected for further testing
to determine her eligibility for participation in the program due to her high
scores as a sixth grader on the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills. The progra
m
Is designed to identify gifted students at an early age and assist in their educational program.She and her parents are invited to attend the Grand Awards program on the Duke University Campus on May 14. In photo are, from left, Dick
Rutledge, Mary Jane Littleton, MMS guidance counselor, Debbie Rutled
ge and
Becky Rutledge.
Photo by Kaye Peebles

police said.
Warsaw police Capt.
Richard Peck said he
chased a car that was
dragging its muffler on
U.S. 42 on Monday. The
car lost control and
struck a guard rail in
Sparta. Peck said the air
was stolen in Dry Ridge.
Hopkins had been in
jail on charges of
burglary,assault and bail
jumping. Jackson was
charged with theft.

Jon Mark Billington, a
senior at Murray High
School, has been awarded
a Carr Scholarship from
Murray State University.
During his senior year,
Jon was involved in football, basketball, baseball,
student council, Hi-Y,
FBLA and Spanish Club.
Jon is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Billington and plans
to study accounting at
Murray State this fall.

What "The
"
balconies. There is misinformed. Those lipped, palefaced
needs is that old guy with much more of that kind of three-minute
rock tapes patrons. And the movie is
the tweedy jacket who us- careless attention to played in
the pay T.V. certainly exciting in a
ed to show up in vampire detail, but let's go on.
channels may have aban- visual sense.
movies to explain to the
"The Hunger" almost doned logic for surI do think, however,
hero, and to us of course, gets away with it. Its realism,
but conventions that the camera spends
all that arcane stuff about visuals, for instance, are die more slowly
in
wolfbane, garlic, stakes, so flashy and glittery that hour movies, which two- too much time lingering
still on closeups of kissing. I
and
the importance of the they almost make us require plots that
Anna Erwin,a senior at
make
just don't think audiences
Calloway County High thin layer of good Tran- forget its lack of logic. sense.
get
much of a charge out
School, has been awarded sylvanian dirt in the bot- And the new twist on the
Pat Collins, the gushy of watching, three or four
tom
of
Dracul
a's coffin. vampire story is fresh movie reviewer for the times
a Board of Regents
during a movie,
Scholarship from Murray At the least, horror and inventive. I like the CBS Morning News, four screen-filling
lips
movies
should
make in- idea of oh-so decadent thinks that "The Hunger" suckin
State University. During
g on one another.
ternal
sense.
vampir
es
living
her senior year, Anna
in a is 'a terrible movie. I Too gross.
Naturally, no one but a Manhattan apartment, disagree. I
was involved in 4-H Club,
found its upRated R due to
FBLA, Beta Club, and literal-minded ninny ex- with Renaissance art in dating of the vampire moderately explici
t scene
pects
horror movies to the living room, a story rather
Foreign Language Club.
interesting. of two women making
make
sense
in
the
light crematorium in the base- One of the vampires love, a
Anna is the daughter of
couple of scenes of
Mr. and Mrs. Washington outside the theater. ment, and coffins in the hangs out in a punk rock throat-slitting and
bloodSkeleto
ns
in
the real attic. That's good stuff. bar, and he fits in com- spurti
Allison Erwin and plans
ngs and upper
to study computer world, after all, lack Shoot,I can even go along fortably among the red- female nudity.
science at Murray State (among other things) with lesbian vampires —
muscle tissue and or, to be more precise,
this fall.
ligaments, which all am- vampires who go both
Raymond Grady, a bulatory creatures re- ways. Kind of makes
senior at Calloway Coun- quire; and there is sense, when you think of
ty High School, has been nothing in human blood it. If you're the kind of
HENDERSON, Ky. city tax and utility funds.
awarded a Board of' that will allow Reople to creature who for a thou- (AP) — A former city
After an audit, the
Regents Scholarship live forever. 1-Mter all, sand years has sucked clerk who pleaded guilty amount of money involvfrom Murray State how long do mosquitoes people's blood for a liv- to stealing from city ac- ed was found to be $3,623
ing, you've probably shed counts was sentenced to from
University. During his live?)
34 utility bills and
But good horror movies -most other inhibitions one year in
senior year, Raymond
jail Monday four tax bills received b''Y'
should
be careful about along the way.
was involved in Beta
by Henderson Circuit the city Nov. 1 and Dec.
I just wonder why the Court Judge Carl Melton. 30, 1982.
Club, baseball, Pep Club, their internal logic and
and football. Raymond is consistency — which director didn't insist that
Pamela Jo Johnson, 21,
The discrepancy was
the son of Mr. and Mrs. "Hunger" has not got. his script make sense? will spend her time in the discovered after several
Raymond Hayes Grady Early in the film we are Perhaps he was led to Henderson County Jail city residents complained
and plans to study led to believe that the believe the wicked rumor until a spot opens in a that they were receivi
ng
business administration castoff vampires, now that this generation of state institution.
delinquent notices
putresc
ent corpses, are young people have abanat Murray State this fall.
Ms. Johnson pleaded despite having paid their
as week as newborn doned "linear logic" — guilty to
a charge of theft bills.
Keith Allbritten, a babies; lkte in the film and now live eemfertabl by failure to make reMs. Johnson was insenior at Calloway Coun- these weak4S-babiesoer- in the rarified air of psi/quired 4iisposition of pro- dicted in February and,
ty High School, has been pses get out of their cof- visuals, incongruous jux- perty over $100 following after initially pleading inawarded a Board of fins, scoot about the tiposition, and nonsense. an investigation into nocent, changed her plea
Regents Scholarship room, and throw people I think that producer was shortages discovered in to guilty in April.
from Murray State
University. During his
senior year, Keith was ina ir
For oil your Travel Reservations Coll
volved in football, FBLA, l
baseball, track and
All Imperial
weightlifting. Keith is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. PearSample Books
ly Dewayne McClure and
40% Off
plans to study
Sample Book Ortlers

SCIENCE TEAM PLACES — The Murray Middle School 8th grade science
team has been notified that they placed 16th nationwide from a field of over
400
earth science teams in the National Science Olympiad test. Members of the
team
are (first row, from left) Christy West, Lee Holcomb, Michelle McDoug
al,
Charla Walston, Jody Schwalm, Rachel Russell, (second row) Jimmy
Tipton,
Brian Krizaw,Ken Mikulcik, Rick Jobs,Chris Padgett and Jon Wilson.
Photo by Kaye Peebles

WARSAW, Ky. (AP) —
Two men who escaped
from the Grant County
Jail have been am
prehended by a police officer who tried to stop
them for a muffler violation.
David Ray Hopkins, 35
of Burlington, and
MichaeleJackson, 23 of
Dry Ridge, escaped from
the Willliarnstown jail
Sunday morning after
overpowering a jailer,

Gary Galloway, a
senior at Murray High
School, has been awarded
a Board of Regents
Scholarship from Murray
State University. During
his senior yor,Gary was
involved in baseball, soccer, Spanish Club and
math team. Gary is the
son of Dwain and Martha
Galloway and plans to
study chemical engineering at Murray State this
fall.

Mark Hutson, a senior
at Calloway County High
School, has been awarded
a Board of Regents
scholarship from Murray
State University. During
his senior year, Mark was
involved in Beta Club, Industrial Arts Club, and
newspaper "staff. Mark is
the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Hutson and plans
to study industrial arts at
Murray State this fall.

MATH WINNERS — Grade level winners of the Contine
ntal Math League at
Murray Middle School were recently announced by school
officials. The Continental Math League is a series of 5 tests given nation
wide during the school
year. Top scorers are (from left) David Outland, 7th
Grade; Bill Maddox, 6th
Grade; Mickey Hill,5th Grade; and Jwain White,6th
Grade.
Photo by Kaye Peebles

Escapees apprehended

mathematics at Murray
State this fall.
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'Breds 11 innings from OVC title
•

MOREHEAD, Ky. —
Eleven innings separate
Murray State from the
baseball championship of
the Ohio Valley Conference.
Eleven innings, plus a
determined Morehead
State squad,that is.
The Thoroughbreds
played life-support
baseball in the loser's
bracket of the OVC tournament, Monday, prolonging their chances for
a shot at the championship.
Eastern Kentucky was
the latest 'Breds victim,
falling 14-10 during Monday's first game.
Murray trailed 8-3 after
five innings, but Gary
Blaine's 3-run homer in
the top of the sixth cut the
Colonel lead to two,8-6.
In a four-run seventh
inning, the 'Breds scored
on a Lee Hutson RBI
single and Todd Hale was
hit by a pitch with the
bases loaded to score the

go-ahead run, 10-9. In the ly and win, the Golden
eighth, another four-run Eagles would be the OVC
frame for MSU, Blaine champs. If Murray wins
and Clay Boone each hit the postponed game,
two-run homers to insure another game would be
the victory.
played today to deterEKU was eliminated mine the winner of the
with a 23-16-1 record double -elimination
while Murray 127-10 ad- playoff.
vanced.
A David Butts homer in
Mike Gargiulo extended his hitting streak to 14 the bottom of the seventh
games with a 3-for-5 day gave Murray new hope
against EKU and Blaine Monday as his run broke
also was 3-for-5 with two
homers, five RBI and
three runs scored.
In the second game,
Murray was leading 8-7
over Morehead, survivor
of the winners' bracket,
but the contest was
postpened until today
because of darkness.
OVC rules state that all
tournament games must
be complete 9-inning affairs, so today's final two
innings were scheduled
for 11 a.m.
If Morehead should ral-

Compare your
Homeowners
Coverage
with this:
• Full replacement cost coverage for repairing
or rebuilding your home. guaranteed.
• Full replacement cost coverage for your
personal property guaranteed

a 7-7 tie with Morehead.
All of the 'Breds' scoring
in the game came from
home runs — four from
Gargiulo's grand slam in
the bottom of the first,
two from Lee Hutson's
shot in the bottom of the
second and another from
Hutson's solo rap in the
fourth.
Gargiulo's grand slam
was his 13th homer of the
season and Hutson upped

MC Meet met by downpour

DRAFFENVILI-E, Ky?
— Combating severe
weather and periods of
downpour Monday, a
decision to rename the
Marshall County Invitational track meet to the
Marsh County Invitational would have passed
unanimously among the
high school participants.
-It was terrible," said
Calloway County boys
coach Jim V.
-This should'Nye been
called the MAshall County Swamp Pru&" laughed
Stan Simmons, CCHS
girls coach.
4nd even Murray
High's coach Jim Harrell
said the meet was a little
too wet for his liking.
But regardless of bad
weather, which postponed the Saturday meet until Monday, 10 meet
records were broken.
Calloway's boys placed

5th out of 10 schools
represented and set three
CCHS records in the rain.
The Lady Lakers placed
fourth overall, only four
points behind Paducah
Tilghman.
Murray didn't fare well
as a team, but placed
three athletes in two
events.
Trigg county won the
girls' team trophy while
Tilghman won the boys
division.
Nix was pleased with
his team's performance
despite inclement conditions, but he was concerned about several injuries
in the meet, especially
with the regionals
scheduled at CCHS on
Saturday.
Mike Holloway won the
pole vault for CCHS, but
injured a leg when the
standard fell on him after
a jump. Nix said he

•$2.500 coverage on silverware and
goldware
•$2,500 coverage on jewelry and furs.

wasn't sure about
Holloway's condition and
the injury could hurt his
chances in the region.
Other top Laker performances included a
first-place effort by Jeff
Butterworth in the 110
high hurdles.
Mike Wicker rewrote
the Laker 1600 meter run
standard with his third
place time of 4:42.68.
Darrell Harris set a new
800 meter run record with
his fourth place finish in
2:02.24. And Barry
Knight broke his own
mark in the 3200 meter
run with a third place
finish in 10:26.78.
Richard Dowdy placed
third in the 110 hurdles,
Dana Pearson placed
fourth in the pole vault
and the Lakers took sixth
place in four other events
to complete their scoring.
The Lady Lakers didn't
set any records in the
rain, but Mandl Miller
placed first in the 300
meter hurdles and
(Continued on Page 11)
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BILLYBAWL — Not everyone is delighted to meet Billy Martin, as yqung
Katherine Willes from Benton, Ky., shows as she is held by the Yankees'
manager before an exhibition game last Thursday in Nashville. The Yankees
played their Class AA farm team,the Nashville Sounds.
AP Laserphoto

Lady Racer netters edged
from OVC crown by virus

Ken Purcell, women's
Both Morehead and
tennis coach at Murray Murray split the inState, contends that ex- dividual and doubles
cept for a very untimely championships — each
stomach virus, his Lady team winning four titles
Racers would be Ohio — and Eastern won at
Valley Conference No.4 singles. The OVC
champs instead of run- tourname,nt began at
nerup finishers.
Middle Tennessee's camThe stomach virus pus in Murfreesboro, last
knocked No.2 singles Thursday, but concluded
player Jorunn Eid from Saturday at the Tennis
her second-round match Unlimited indoor
against a weaker oppc- facilities in Nashville
nent from Middle Ten- because of rain.
nessee and the resulting
"The tournament was
default cost Murray three as close as the score inpoints — the margin of dicates, but we should
victory by Morehead have either tied with
State.
Morehead or beaten them
The Golden Eagles and because a healthy Jortum
the Lady Racers were would have beaten the
seeded first and second in. girl from Middle,"
every position and the Purcell insists. "It was
final score indicated the one of those gimme kind
two teams' titanic strug- ,of matches."
gle. Morehead claimed 46
But Eid couldn't play
points, Murray 43, and Thur§day because of the
third place Eastern Ken- illness, yet she did bounce
Margaret Simmons is tucky was a distant third back in time for the No.1
proving she can be a with 19.
doubles competition
track coach by example
these days.
The Murray State
women's track coach
competed in Saturday's
Except for two slots University of CaliforniaLittle River Road Race in which will be filled after Irvine, Houston, Florida
Hopkinsville and placed the Big Ten tennis tourna- State, Oklahoma State,
second in the 40-42 age ment this week, the field Auburn, Southern
group.
for the National Invita- Alabama, Louisiana
It was the first 5K race tional Tournament or State, Long Beach State
ever for Simmons.
"NIT of Tennis" is com- ( Calif.), University of
Linnea Brammer, a plete.
Arkansas-Little Rock,
transfer from Carthage
And according to Mur- McNeese State and Ohio
College and a member of ray State coach Bennie Valley Conference champ
the MSU track team, Purcell, "There's a lot of Murray State.
followed her coach's ex- tough teams involved.
Two more teams will be
ample and placed first in You won't find any weak added to the 16-team field
the women's 20-24 age ones in this bunch."
from the Big Ten playoff
group and first overall for
The NIT group, an- and the NIT will be
the women's division.
nounced Monday, in- played May 12-15 at NorIt was Brammer's first cludes defending tourna- theast Louisiana in
time to compete in a 10K ment champ Tulsa, run- Monroe.
race.
nerup and Top 20 ranked
"This is a big honor for

Simmons takes
2nd in SK race

•S100.000 personal liability coverage.
Plus a dozen other valuable coverages. And
they re not added-cost options. They're all
built into a single policy—the new HOME
DEFENDER Homeowners -Policy from State
Auto Insurance Companies
Compare coverages Then compare rates.
Chances are you may be paying more... and
getting less

•SilverStofte premium
non-stick surface from
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handle and leg assembly.
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his four-bag output to 12
Monday.
Murrayan Brad Taylor
started the game against
Morehead, but was
relieved in the fifth. Alan
Gibbs hurled the last two
innings.
The OVC winner
receives an automatic
berth to the NCAA
regional playoffs at the
end of May at a site to be
determined.

where she was seeded
No.1 with April Horning.
The Murray duo
defeated HalbauerSpangeberg of Eastern
Kentucky, 6-4, 7-6, in the
finals.
Murray also won at
No.2 doubles as Sherry!
-Rouse and Kathy Outland
remained undefeated for
the season by knocking
off Morehead's Birch and
Hill, 6-0, 4-6, 6-1, for the title.
In singles, Horning took
top honors at No.1 by
beating Morehead's
Helen Curtis, 6-4, 6-1. She
was joined in the individual championships
for Murray by Starr
Jones who dominated the
No.6 slot.
Jones, a Murray
native, lost only one
game in her quest for the
title. She blasted Susan
Smith of MTSU, 6-0, 6-0,
then whipped Pam
(Continued on Page 11)

NIT of Tennis announces field
us," Purcell said of the
NIT invitation,
automatically extended
to the OVC champion.
"It's a very tough field
and how well we do
depends on the draw.
California-Irvine is supposed to be better than
they were last year when
they were runnerup and if
we get paired with them
right off, well, we could
be in the Consolation
bracket real quick."
Last year the Racers
won their first-round
game and finished in
sixth place overall.

41•1=1
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Phone 753-0123

TRS-80® COLOR COMPUTER
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Save 10995 •
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Less TV
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•Play Action, Adventure
And Classic Board Games
• Use Instant-Loading
Program Pak T"4 Cartridges
• Help Teach the Kids

Print in Color and Save '50
Create incredible graphics and print
alphanumerics in tour colors with
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OPEN HOUSE
Please Come In And Browse, Share Refreshments
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•Pen Sets
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Derby becoming quality-quantity struggle

DS

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — "It's a quality
game not a quantity
game, but we think we
have the quality," says
trainer Wayne Lukas,
who feels he isn't just
playing a numbers game
in the Kentucky Derby.
The California-based
Lukas will be the first to
saddle three horses in the
Derby since 1946 when he
sends Marfa. Balboa
Native and Total Depar-

ture to the post at Churchill Downs in Saturday's
109th running of
America's most famous
horse race.
"There's no pressure
when you're here and you
have one that can
run,"sald Lukas, who
saddled Partez and Muttering in the previous two
Derbys without success.
"But when you're here
with a horse that can't
run there's pressure. I

MC Meet...
Amberly Moss took top
honors in the high jump.
Chris Miller took second in the 100 meter
hurdles and teammate
Kelly Jameson was
fourth. Beth Hooks was
runnerup in the discus,
Ashley Miller was third in
the shot, Tina Jackson
was fourth in the discus
and Noreen Herndon was
second in the high jump.
"Considering the
weather we did very
well," Simmons said.
"We hated'to run under
those conditions, but we
needed the competition
this close to the
regionals."
Murray High's Mark
Boggess and Andy Parks
placed first and second in

ng
to
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ng.
duo
e rtern
i the
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!rryl
land
for
king
I and
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think they belong."
The most highly
regarded of Lukas'
charges is Marfa, a rambunctious colt, who has
won three of nine starts
this year, including the
Jim Beam Spiral Stakes
and the Santa Anita Derby.
Because of Marfa,
Lukas' entry is the likely
favorite for the 11
/
4 test
for 3-year-olds. But Marfa is suspect because of

(Continued from Page 10)

the high jump and George
Moore took second with a
personal best time in the
800 meter run (2:64).
All three should have
good chances of advancing to the sub-state, according to Harrell. Boggess has won the Class A

region high juitip the past
two years and placed second in the state in his
class last year.
Saturday Calloway
hosts the regional meets
for both Class A and AA
beginning with field
events at 9 a.m.

Lady Racers ...
(Continued from Page 10)
Reeves of Morehead, 6-1,
6-0,for the crown.
The Lady Racers lost itt
the finals of three of the
remaining five positions
— No.3 and No.5 singles
and No.3 doubles.
At No.3 singles, Sherryl
Rouse lost to Morehead's

Sally-Anne Birch, 6-3, 6-2,
in the title match and at
No.5 Outland was beaten
by Helen Haddon, also of
Morehead,6-3,6-4.
At No.3 doubles, Liz
Hendon-Jones lost to
Reeves -Curtis of
Morehead, 6-0, 6-1, in the
finals.

his inability to keep a
straight course.
In his last start, the
Blue Grass Stakes at
Keeneland last Thursday,
Marfa was disqualified
from second to fourth for
interference in the
stretch.
The gray ;on of 1975
Derby winner Foolish
Pleasure also ran erratically in winning the
Spiral, and there have
been incidents of him trying to bite his lead pony
or one of his stablemates.
"A bully he can be, but
not he's not mean," said
Lukas. "He's like an
overactive child. He does
respect discipline and
knows he has to toe the
mark."
Lukas blamed Marfa's
lugging in on his competitiveness and said the
colt "resents horses running at him."
Lukas is a part owner
of Marfa along with
Texas businessmen Bob
French and Barry Beal.
They named the colt after
a small town in Texas,
which, incidentally, is
celebrating its centennial
on Derby day.
French and Beal also
owned Landaluce, trained by Lukas. She was the

undefeated 2-year-old filly champion who died in
December of an intestinal
ailment.
Lukas said he had been
thinking of running Landaluce in this year's Derby until tragedy struck.
Lukas' stable appeared
go into decline until Marfa, Balboa Native, and
Total Departure came
around in recent months.
Balboa Native, owned
by Robert H. Spreen, has
won two of five starts this
year, including the Lousiana Derby March 27.
The son of Native Royalty
"is a one-dimensional
horse, a stayer who's going to run down horses in
the stretch," according to
Lukas.
Balboa Native is coming off a seventh-place
finish in the April 16
Arkansas Derby, but he
could be running at the
finish if there is a
realistic pace, Lukas
said.
Total Departure, was
beaten by a head by
Caveat in last Saturday's
one-mile Derby Trial.
"The Derby. Trial was
his first race in 20 days,"
said Lukas. "He ran a
strong race Saturday."

Shammy Shine Process

1.

753-1331

Proksimnel

Open Mon. thry Thurs
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Mork"

Closed
Sunday

Open Friday & Sat.
7 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Pro Hockey

High School Baseball
Because of heavy rain, the 6th District high
school baseball playoff game between host Murray
High and Marshall County has been postponed from
today until Wednesday at 4 p.m. at Murray State's
Reagan Field.
The entire tournament schedule has been set
back one day,according to MHS coach Cary Miller.
Thursday's game, weather permitting, will
Ifeature Calloway County playing the loser of
Wednesday's game,also at 4 p.m.at Reagan field.

National Hockey League
Playoffs At A Glance
Cashman Finals
Bad atSeven
CAMPBELL OONFERENCE
(Edmonton beds sorbs34)
Edmonton at Chicago, Tuesday, May
3
Chicago at Edmonton, Ilmisday,
May 5, if necessary

•

PRINCE OF WALES CONFERENCE
(NY Islanders kid Barks 2-1)
Boston at NY Islanders, Tuesday,

May 3
NY islanders at Boston. Thursday,
May 5, if necessary

Pro Basketball

Pro Football

National Basketball Association
Sunday,May 1
Playoffs MA Glance
Portland 106, Los Angeles 96, Los
CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
Angeles leads series 3-1
(Best ofSeven
Tuesday,klay 3
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Portland at Los Angeles
Philadelphia vs. New York
Friday, May 6
(Philadelphia Willi 44)
Los Angeles at Portland, if necessary
Sunday, May 1
Denver v..San Antonio
Philadelphia 105. New York 102
Monday, May 2
Milwaukee vs. Boston
Denver 124, San Antonio 114, San AnMonday, May 2
tonio leads series 3-1
Milwaukee 107, Boston 93, Milwaukee
Wednesday,May 4
wins series 4-0
Denver at San Antonio,
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Friday, May 6
Los Angeles Vs. Portland
San Antonio at Denver,if necessary

OAKLAND,Calif.(AP)
— Gordon Banks and Arthur Whittington scored
touchdowns as Oakland
streaked to an early 17-0
lead and the Invaders
held on for a 34-20 United
States Football League
victory over the Arizona
Wranglers Monday night.
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mother's day is may 8th

Coordinated
Groups By:
John Meyer,
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And Many More
This Week Only
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THE NEWEST
TRUCK PEOPLE
IN TOWN.

Select From Our
Bags, Jewelry, Belts &
Accessories.
Free Gift Wrapping
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Were the newest GMC dealership in
the area. And, boy have we got trucks.
We sell and service GMC trucks, and
our staff is ready to assist you today.
proud of our dealership and
We're
Stop"
our product.
in and talk with us. We'd like

to meet you, and to show you how GMC products can take care of your trucking needs

Dudesare what we're alabout.

MURRAY, KY
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Gibson's Aged
Country Hams
On Sale May 3rd to May 14th

1
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Whole Ham $19
!

••••

Center Cut & Single Slices Are Reg. Price
— ALSO

GM

Order Baked Country Hams Now

UM.

I
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Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO. TRUCKS TRAILERS--BUSES,INC.
753-168

101 N. 3rd St.

7

We Accept Feed
neaps

7 cle.-111p.m. Set.
Only federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray.'
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Injection may stop stroke damage
Dr. Jewell Osterholm
said the treatment —
which to be effective
must be applied soon
after the stroke — calls
for an injection into the
skull of a mixture of
fluorocarbons enriched
with oxygen. It prevents
oxygen deficiency, a ma-

jor cause of damage in
stroke.
Osterhoim told a
meeting of the American
Association of
Neurological Surgeons in
Washington last week
that he has tested the
technique on laboratory
cats.

By Abigail Van Buren

Adoptive Mom's Letter
Brightens Mother's Day
DEAK,ABBY: Because of a letter you ran two years ago
signed "Mother of Two Plus One," my prayers were
answered. I am enclosing a copy of it with the hope that
you will run it again.
Thirteen years ago 1, too, gave up a baby girl born out
of wedlock. Last year, the day before Mother's Day, I
received a beautiful letter from the woman who adopted
my daughter when she was five days old. She not only
told me a great deal about my birth child's personality
and character and interests, she enclosed some pictures of
her. I had to pinch myself to make sure I wasn't
dreaming!) I don't know this woman's name or where she'
lives and I will not try to locate her. (Her letter was
forwarded to me from the adoption agency that placed my
baby with her.)
Abby, never in my life did I expect to receive a gift so
precious! Please run that letter every year before Mother's
Day. It may inspire other mothers of adopted children to
do what this generous, understanding woman did.
The letter that followed it, signed "Blessed in New Jersey," also deserves a rerun. I'm sure it would gladden the
hearts of all women who bore children they could not
keep. Sign me ...
MOTHER OF THREE PLUS ONE
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DEAR MOTHER: With pleasure. Here they are:
DEAR ABBY: Ten years ago I gave birth to a daughter
out of wedlock. I was very young and decided that my
child was entitled to a better life than I could give her, so,
I gave her up for adoption.
Even though I subsequently married and have been
blessed with two more daughters to love and raise,
Mother's Day is the hardest day in the year for me. Not
only was I unable to keep my firstborn, I know nothing
about what kind of person she is; indeed I don't even
know if she is alive.
Abby, you could do a tremendously important service if
you would print this request to all mothers of adopted
children:
Once a year, on Mother's Day (or on your child's birthday, Thanksgiving, New Year's or any diry,at alltewrite to
the agency that placed your child with you and provide
updated information about your child's development, interests, activities, and a little about your family life if you
are willing. Request that your letter be forwarded to the
child's natural mother. No identities need be revealed.
Believe me, Abby, for a mother who has had no word of
her child for 10 years (or five or 15), there could be no
greater Mother's Day gift.
MOTHER OF TWO PLUS ONE
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DEAR ABBY: I am a netv mother whose heart is overflowing with gratitude to a 15-year-old girl I have never
seen. I understand that she is a beautiful, intelligent person who became pregnant accidentally and decided on her
own that her baby should have a better life than she was
able to provide, so she put it up for adoption.
As soon as our son is able to understand, I shall tell
him about his "real" mother and what a courageous person she is.
In the meantime, I pray daily for her well-being and
good fortune. Sign me
BLESSED IN NEW JERSEY

2. No

3111MMIE

DEAR BLESSED: I agree that giving up a child
for its own good is the ultimate in unselfishness.
God bless those mothers who did.
I hope that you, and all adoptive mothers who
share your view, will act on the above suggestion.
DEAR ABBY: Thank you so much for printing the
government's Second Surgical Opinion Hotline. (The tollfree number is 1-800-638-6833; in Maryland, it's 1-800-4926603.) It's easy to see why you entitled your column
"Second Opinion Likely to Offend Doctor." It's been my
experience that asking your original doctor for the name
of a second-opinion specialist poses no problem for him.
He will simply refer you to someone down the hall, in the
same building or belonging to the same country club who
will invariably corroborate his own opinion.
I cannot stress enough the importance of seeking out
specialists totally independent from one another for second
(third and fourth) opinions in surgical or medical matters.
Find a different doctor who will really take an objective
look at your case, without regard to ego, fear of loss of
control over a patient, his wallet, or any other irrelevant
(to you) issues.
WISED UP IN SANTA BARBARA

/NM

DEAR WISED: I deserve no credit (or blame) for
the headlines — they're either dreamed up by my
syndicate editors or local editors.
Concerning second opinions: The Department of
Health and Human Services offers a booklet titled
"Thinking of Having Surgery?" It's excellent, and
it's free. So if you (or someone you care about) are
considering any kind of surgery, educate yourself
by writing to: Surgery, Department of HHS, Washington, D.C. 20201.
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DEAR ABBY: My fiance and I are planning our wedding
for this fall.
I know it's customary for the bride to have her closest
friend for her maid of honor, but, Abby, my closest and
dearest friend happens to be a man. My fiance doesn't
know him very well, but he understands how much this
man means to me, and he agrees that he should be part of
the wedding party.
He can't be best man because my fiance's brother is
going to be best man, so where would it be appropriate to
put my friend in the wedding party?
It will be a church wedding.
SINCERE
DEAR SINCERE: Your male friend could be an
usher or a groomsman, or, instead of "maid" or
"matron" of honor, he could be a "man of honor."
A bit unconventional perhaps, but it's your wedding
and it doesn't hurt to bend the rules a bit to show
love and respect for your dearest friend.

YOU'RE PROBABLY RIGHT,
MARCIE, BUT IT SURE
LOOK5 WEIRD

THE THIRD QUESTION 7
I PUT DOWN NES
avro.p“As 0.,meA

OR NO"

41.-4..0119+111.14

DEAR MOTHER: Thank you for a wonderful sug_
_
'gestiorr. Read on
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PHILADELPHIA (API
— A technique of injecting oxygen-charged liquid into the skull that
may help prevent stroke
damage should be ready
for human _testing by
1984, says a doctor at
Thomas Jefferson
University Hospital.
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FUNNY-NANCY WAS UP
LATE WRITING A
LONG LETTER TO
HER PEN PAL-THAT'S

-BUT I HAVEN'T
HEARD HER 60
TO SLEEP YET

Awl"

1963 Untied Femur* Syn.:Nuts. Inc
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IT'S DIET
WEEK

IT'S DIET
WEEK
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© 1963 United Femurs S5nc6cate, Inc.

(WE'VE NEVER HAP

THE ECONOMY
HAS I-IAD A BIG.
EFFECT ON OUR
RECRUIT146

AUTOMOBILE
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TELL HIM I'/N1
ALREADY
COOKING
N
DINNER

WI-lAT'D HE SAY?
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r DIANA Is
ALIVE -UNHURT ?
YES.THOSE
WERE MY
ORDERS.,SHE
WILL REMAIN
THAT WAY.
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XXX WEAT"LEADER
THE DICTATOR„ ALSO
KNOWN 49 THE MONSTER
O UGHLAND.

Commonwealth
Of Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet
Department Of
Highways
Notice To
Contractors
Sealed bids will
tIe received by the
Department pf
Highways in the
Auditorium located
an the 1st Floor of
the State Office
Building,
Frankfort, Kentucky until 10:00
A.M., Eastern
Daylight Time on
the 20 day of May,
1983, at which time
bids will be publicly
opened and read for
the improvement
of:
Various Counties,
BDR GR 83 0000012
Repairs to Deck of
Bridges. See Proposal For Additional Information.
Bid proposals for
all projects will be
available until 9:00
4 A.M., Eastern
Daylight Time Friday, May 20, 1983,
at the Office of Contract Management.
Bid proposals for
all projects will be
available at a cost
of $8 each and
remittance payable
to the State
Treasurer of Kentucky must accompany request
for proposals (NonRefundable). Bid
Proposals Are
Issued Only To Prequalified Contractors.
Specimen proposals for all projects will be
available to all interested parties at a
cost of $8 each
(Non-Refupdable).
Specimen proposals
cannot be used for
bidding.

2.tiotics
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Quilt Lovers, Learn
Patchwork, applique,
pattern exchange,
quilting methods.
Tuesday, May 3, 6-11
PM, Calloway County
Library.

Lost
half
Saint
the

BID NOTICE

tendi
2415.

6. He
Sealed bids will be received at the
Murray-Calloway County Parks Office,
P.O. Box 224, 10th & Payne Sts until 4:00
PM on May 12 for a tractor. Bid specifications may be obtained at the Parks office.
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WATER BEDS
Your Complete Source

CRASS

FURNITURE
753-3621
Ladies Izod Shirts. Retail $22. $14.75. Phone
753-64.54.
NOTICE. Apple Tree
School is now registering students for the
summer school-age
program for children
6-10. Openings are also
available for ages 2-5.
Call 753-9356,

NOTICE
Jim Scher & John
Gresham will be in our
showroom from 6:301:00 Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOIA
MOTORS,INC.
Olds-Post-Ced..114,idi
• Hove your famiy s heritage
•
preserved by has mg us copy your
•old photogrophs
al CARTER STUDIO
751 8298

100 MAIN

Have S minutes? Cu
759-4444 for on in
spirotionel message t
brighten your day.
Children's tope 759-
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C.R.I
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Boy's Izod Shirts. Retail
$17. $11.25. Phone 753-

6954
-

wine \
IMPROVEMENT

*Nat Isms
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•Insieliet
Experieseed, Fret Estimate
Call Lail Wen
435-4354 a 153-1115

Front End
Alignment
Only $16.00

Economy Tire
& Service
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VERNON'S
FRONTIER
TRADING
POST
Western and
English Tack Apparel, shoe and
saddle repair.
Olympic Plaza
Hours:
Daily 10-8
Sun. 12-5

WALLPAPER
CLINIC
FREE
May 17, 1983, 7:00
p.m. Call for reservaions.

Bel Air
Decor Store
753-3642
3. Card of Thanks
CARD OF THANKS

6. Help Wanted

32. Apts. For Rent

OIL CO. OPENING. Off Red belly Ford Tractor,
shore rigs, no ex- plow and disk. Call
perience necessary. 753-6446 after 6p.m.
Start Immediately. $35,
000 plus a year. For 22. Musical
information call 312-920
Beautiful finished
9675, ext. 1774B.
Walnut Baldwin Spinet
SUMMER OPENINGS. Piano. Sells for $2,695‘
Are you a hard worker? Asking $1,800. Call bee
e
n
If the answer is "Yes", t
w
read on. This message 8:30a.m.-10:30p.m. 435i
is for you. We offer High 4150.
Pay for good
FOR SALE
work...Flexible
hrs...College student
Spinet-Console
awards program. Apply
Piano Bargain
at 701 Jefferson,
Wanted responsible
Paducah, Ky. 8a.m.party to take over low
9:30a.m. daily. Equal
Employment
monthly payments on
Opportunity.
spinet piano. Can be
WORK AND TRAVEL
seen
locally. Write
FREE! Cruiseships and
Credit Manager P.O.
airlines need help, all
occupations. For inBox 537, Shelbyville,
formation call: 602-998In.
46176.
0426 Ext. J-197.
Complete drum set,
9. Situation Wanted
good condition, good for
492-8788.
Wanted experienced beginners.
body man. Call between
23. Exterminating
8a.m.-5p.m. 753-5149.
Will bebysit, 425 to $30
Ity. OW. of Ao
Itoistored
per week. 759-9531.
c Ge
Would like someone to
teach organ at 'my
residence. Call after
ontro
7p.m. 753-8524.

Extra large upstairs 2
bedroom furnished apt.,
central gas heat and
air, couples preferred,
$170/month, no pets,
available May 3rd. 7531203.
Extra nice 1 bedroom
furnished apt.,
block
from University,
available now. Call
753-2967 after 5p.m.
Furnished apts., efficiency, 1 or 2 bedroom. Also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman
Apts., S. 16th. 753-6609.
One bedroom furnished
apt. 2 blocks from
hospital, adults, no pets,
lease and deposit re- /.
quired. Call 759-4756 or
753-9208 after 4p.m.
One or two bedroom
apts., near downtown
Murray. 753-4109, 7626650 or 436-2844.
One bedroom furnished
with washer and dryer,
girls only, $150 month
including utilities. Call
before lla.m. 753-0307.

13. For Sale or Trade
Will trade city property
for property in the
county of equal value.
Write to P.O. Box
1040H, Murr_ay.

Lost brown and white
half Collie and half
Saint Bernard. Lost in
the vicinity of Centeridge Subdivision. 489-.
2415.

6. Help Wanted

Ca

t
day.
759-

Retail
e 753-

•

Need extra cash?
Company needs people
to work from home.
Start immediately, $300
per week plus possible.
Call 312-931-1961, ext.
H1774.
PROCESS MAIL AT
HOME! $75 per hundred! No experience.
Part or full time. Start
Immediately. Detailssend self-addressed
stamped envelope to
C.R.I.-520, P.O. Box 45,
Stuart, FL. 33495.
Responsible lady to live
in with invalid lady.
Room, board, salary.
759-1661.

Kelly: Termite &
Pest Control

Repair-Parts for all
makes. Call 753-5323
Bel Air Center, Murray,
Ky.

and showers in stock.
Wynn Discount Building
Supplies, 601 Poplar,
Benton, Ky. 527-1553.
SEASONED
19. Farm Equipment
FIREWOOD. Call John
4 x 8 Case Remote Boyer, 753-0338.
Hydraulic Ram. 7535181.
27. Mobile Home Sales
If Spring is here. Can
1974
12x45, All electric,
grass mpwing be far
behind? See all the new good condition. 436-2197.
Wheel Horse Mowers 1982 Elcona, 2 be-and tractors at Stokes drooms, 1 bath, 14x70,
Tractor, Industrial fireplace, central heat
Road. Ask for Keith. and air, excellent con753-1319.
dition, appliances,
John Deere MT Tractor porch, underpinning
with 2 row cultivator, 2 and outbuilding inBottom Breaker Plow cluded. $21,900. Call
real good condition. 759-1831 after 5p.m.
$1350. 4 large hog 36 x 10, 2 bedroom
feeders, good condition, mobile home. $500. Call
$150 each or $500 for all. 753-4552.
Call 901-232-8541.
House Trailers for sale.
One row tobacco plant $500 up to $5,000. Call
setter. Call 901-642-9317
474-8831 Tuesday
Roto Hoe Rear Tiller, through Friday.
bar mower and shred- Mobile Home, $2500.
der attachment. 436- Call 753-5592.
2625.
Nice House Trailer, 55
ft. long, 14 ft. living
room, 2 bedroom, 11
/
2
baths, almost new air
Silver
conditioner, 2 porches
Closed
with 3 straps, selling
due to health. Call
Yesterday
12.10
1-658-3454.
Opened
12.25
One of the prettiest and
Up
.15
nicest mobile homes
you've ever seen is the
one that is located on
the 100'x252' lot on
We buy Gold, Silver
Highway 280
and Diamonds.
Microwave, china
Hours: 10-8 Daily,
cabinet, range and ref r ig er a tor. Outside
12-5 Sunday.
storage. Large front
porch. $18,500. Roberts
Realty, 753-1651.

AILY GOLD & SILVER PRI
Gold
Closed
esterday
430.00
Opened
433.00
Up
3.00
Compliments of:

GOLD & SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

28. Mobile Home Rentals
A two or three bedroom
mobile home, natural
gas or electric, new
carpet, new furniture.
Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
Two bedroom mobile
home, 11
/
2 bath, water
furnished. 753-9245.

Anniversary
Sale

X.Business Rentals

Savings Up To

Office space approx. 600
sq. feet. Corner of US
Hwy. 68 and 139, Cadiz,
Ky. 522-3484.

40%

We have 3 ideal
locations for any retail
business or professional
office use. For rent or
lease. KOPPERUD
REALTY,753-1222.

One Week Only

Chuck's Music
Center
1411 Mein Street
753-3682

seri
eR W
o
Appointments made
for your convenience.
Full time sales
associates evening
phones.

Amos McCarty . 753-2249
Theresa k.ight . 753-7721
Isyce Betsworth. 753-9310
153-2537
glrY *ma
Amu lessarth
753-2417

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance &
Real Estate
Southside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
Far Rent
753-4758

32.Afts.ForRent
Apt. 2 bedroom furnished, edge of city,
wall air conditioner.
Cdleman Real Estate,
7834$94.
One bedroom furnished
garage apt., water furnished, $75 deposit, $130
. per month. 753-8294.

52. Boats-Motors

Short walking distance
to downtown shopping.
This 3 bedroom, home
has a new kitchen, new
bath, new roof, plumbing and wiring. Just a
little more work, could
be A-1. Fenced-in yard.
Call KOPPERUD
REALTY 753-1222.
Three bedroom, living
room, kitchen, bath,
workshop, garage,
large lot, $18,000. 753448.
Tr -Level. 3 bedroom, 2
bath, city water on 3
lots, 3 yrs. old, 21/2 miles
east of Murray. 753-7240
after 5:00p.m.
Veterans you may
qualify to buy. $0 down,
low interest. Coleman
Real Estate. 753-9898.

1977 Stinger Bass Boat,
85 hp. Johnson motor.
54,250.437-4763.

1982 Honda 3 Wheeler
185-S, has rack, front
fork extenders, hitch,
gun racks, like new.
759-4663 after 4p.m.
Honda Passport, 3,869
miles, excellent condition, $300. Call 753-4981.

48. Auto Services
STROUT
REALTY
Office Coast to Coast
Boyers from Everywhere
Reloble Service Since 1900
1912 Coldwater Rood
Morrey, Kentocky 42071
(502)753-0186
Anytime
JOE L. KENNON
Broker
Licensed 8. Bonded

33. Roomsfor Rent

Boy's room for rent, 1
block from University.
Call 753-1812 or 759-9580.

34. Houses for Rent
3 br. unfurnished house,
near University. Call
753-2967 after 5p.m.
Three bedroom log
cabin, Westwood, $300 a
month. Call 753-0692.
Three bedroom house
furnished 1 2 block from
campus. Renting for
summer only. Very
comfortable. Call 7533507.
Two bedroom house
approximately 8 miles
north of Murray. Soon
available. 753-6951.

46. Homes for Sale

47. Motorcycles

Small neatly furnished 1
bedroom apt. 100 S.
13th.
Two bedroom garage
apt., range, refrig.,
disposal. Married
7
.
01, )
753-0414
couples only, references, deposit. Call
492-8594.
loglotor. WOO I.Dept. of Ao.

The family of Jarred Evan Bynum
would like to ex- 15. Articles for Sale
« 753-3914
Men's Ind Shirts. Repress our thanks for
tail $25. $16.95. Phone
the gifts, food, 753-6454.
24, Miscellaneous
flowers, visits and
Men's Izod Slacks. Reprayers during Jartail $48.00. $29.95. Phone 10" Craftsman Radial
753-6454.
Arm Saw,$100. 753-5181.
red's illness and
death. We would
12x18 Aluminum shed,
16. Home Furnishings
600 pound home safe.
especially like to
Frigidaire range, Mon- 753-1261.
thank the tgomery Ward, 23,000
Ladies' Izod Tote Bags,
employees of BTU air conditioner. Shorts,
Skirts, Pants.
Both in excellent condi- All at Discount Prices.
General Tire in
tion. Call 753-8983.
Phone 753-6454.
Mayfield, Poplar
Kingsize waterbed on a New air compressors,
Springs Baptist worm
wood frame, commercial 5 hp., 60
Church, Bro. Ron- heater, mattress, sheets gallon tanks, 15.1 CFM
nie Adams, Tommy ,and comforter. Upright per minute. Retail $1,
Walker and other piano. 759-1020 or 753- 295. Special 1695. We
deliver. 901-749-0091 day
employees of J.H. 1206.
Sofa and chair, gold, or night.
Churchill Funeral 560,
good condition. PROPANE. 20 lb.-$6.00.
Home. Each act of 759-1048.
100 lb.-$25.00. R.V.
kindness was deep- Westinghouse 27000 Fixed Tanks Also
BTU air conditioner, P/2 Filled. New Concord
ly appreciated.
yrs. old, excellent con- Grocery, Highways 121
Jimmy and dtion,
S400. Call 759-1293 and 444.
Tonya Bynum, or 753-3136.
•
Particle Board $3.99,
Keys McCuistion
1/2" Plywood $6.79,
Sewing
Machines
18.
Family and RayShingles $17.95 sq., Felt
Sewing Paper $6.95, 3/8 Wood
mond Bynum Singer
Machines, Sales and Siding $6.99, Marble top
Family.
Service, new and used. vanity, fiberglass tubs

5. Lost and Found

43. Real Estate

45. Farms for Sale

108 acres. South
Calloway County. 75
tendable acres, 1.71
acre tobacco base with 2
acre barn. 5 ponds7 deep
well, numerous outbuildings, beautiful
home site. 492-8122.
4 Bedroom home, 76
acres, 25 acres fenced
pasture, barns, pond,
tree farm, can divide.
37. Livestock-Supplies
436-2625.
Horses Boarded. Stalls 61 2 acres, nice large
and pasture. Space mobile home, garage,
available. $20 per tool shed, 2 farm ponds
month. 753-3010.
stocked with catfish, 1
Jet Black Arabian mile past Coldwater.
Stallion Standing at 121 North. 489-2611 or
Stud Stallion closely 247-3972.
related to Arabian
Stallions used in the 46. Homes for Sale
movies "The Black
By owner 2 bedroom, 1
Stallion" and "The bath in Lynn Grove,
B lack Stallion large kitchen with stove
Returns." Also 2 three and dishwasher inyear-old colts for sale. cluded. Approximately
Also have two little 1 acre of land with a
Beauties born this
workshop and tool shed.
spring. Visitors most
Several shade trees,
welcome. Phone in excellent garden space,
G raves County. priced to sell at $21,000.
328-8681.
Call mornings, 435-4126.
Nice pony cart and City, 3 bedroom brick,
harness, $150. 2 horse F.H.A. approved, $1,200
trailer, new floor, $500, down, 30 yr. financing.
new gold swath" chaps, Coleman RE,753-9898.
$48.753 8859.
HOUSE OF THE
Performance iested 3/8, WEEK! 3 br. home in
3/4 and 7/8 Simmental city Stucco exterior' and
and Maine-Anjou sergarage. Priced to
vice age bulls. Only top sell!!! $25;000. Call
performance bulls from Spann
Realty Assoc.
over 800 cows. All bulls
753-7724.
health test and guaranteed. Broadbent Farms, New listing in PanCadiz, Ky. 42211. Phone orama Shores, just in
time for your summer
days 502-235-5182.
enjoyment. Extremely
Small 5 year old mule, neat and economical
broke to ride and drive, home with fireplace in
gentle, also saddle, cart living room, wall to wall
and nylon harness. Call carpeting and extra
901-232-8541.
wide driveway with an
abundance of parking.
38. Pets-Supplies
Priced to sell fast at
AKC Poodle Stud Ser- $32,000. Call KOPvice. Champion blood PERUD REALTY toline. 436-2745.
day 753-1222.
Does your dog need "OUTDOOR ABLE."
grooming? Have it done Lots of outdoor living in
during May and receive this private, secluded,
a dollar off with the acre lot with a patio and
mentioning of this ad. partly fenced yard. This
We do all breed groom- trilevel has 3 bedroom
ing. By appointment up and 2 down stairs;
only. Sharon's House of there are three baths
Pets, 753-8619.
and TWELVE closets.
You name it...the
39. Poultry-Supplies
family room is big
any
Ducks, Geese, Chickens enough for almost
and Turkeys for sale. activity. Houses like
this don't stay listed
489-2495.
long, call 753-1492 at
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
41. Public Sale
Realtors and assume
this loan.
One bedroom apartment at 1002 Main St.
Appliances furnished.
4th and 5th 7tH? $135 monthly plus deposit. Call Spann Realty
From Mayfield take
Assoc. for more details.
Hwy. 80 east, 1 mile. 753-7724.
Turn left at Hwy. REDUCED!. 2 br. home
131, 5 miles.
in city. New roof and
Antiques, fur- insulation (TVA standards). Excellent for
niture, bicycles, newly weds and retired
glassware, toys Must see to appreciate
children and adult at this new low price.
$25,000. Call Spann
clothes, lots of misc.
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
WALK TO THE UNIVERSITY GOLF
COURSE! An enchanting Olde English styling
of stone, wood and glass
would give you liveability as you viewed the
Friday, May 6th
golf course...JUST
12 noon
NOW ON THE
Rein or Shine
MARKET is this interesting one-story home
/
1
2 mile west of Lynn
with five acres. The
Grove on Hwy. 94.
basic rectagular shape
Glass, china, antispells efficiency. The
kitchen which overlooks
gun:, %filters, tools,
the rear yard is flanked
roto tiller, lawn
by the family room with
mower,' moped and
an insert IA the
_fireplace_ for efficiency.
mock more. In case of
stairs 10 a
ruin will be held in
teenager's hide-away Lynn Grove Gym. hr
away from Ma sleeping
area of thrfe other
information call Otto
bedrooms and two full
Chester Auction Serbaths. For the first
vice, 435.4121.
showing call 753-1492 at
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.

Import Auto Salvage,
new sheet metal for
Datsun and Toyota
trucks, rebuilt alternator, rebuilt motor. 4742325.

49. Used Cars
1971 Hornet, good
mileage, $300, must sell.
753-9101 or 753-7605.
1973 Malibu, 4 door
Wagon, runs good, good
tires, $300. 753-2587 after
5p.m.
1977 black on black
Corvette with t-tops,
loaded with all extras
$7,700. Call mornings
435-4126.
1978 98 Oldsmobile Regene', extra clean, 2
dr., loaded. $4,700. Call
492-8623 after 4p.ra.
1978 Monte Carlo, p.s.,
p.b., air. Call 759-9723.
1978 Trans AM, 62,000
miles, royal blue,
loaded, excallent condition. 436-2582.
1979 Eldorado, triple
black, local car, sharp.
1-354-6381.
1982 Buick Regal, t-top,
AM/FM cassette. Call
753-5459 or 753-6311.
Extra nice 77 Maverick,
4 door, air and power,
great condition, $1,950.
Call 489-2595.

50. Used Trucks
1973 Chevy Step Van-20,
ton or more, 12546'x6'
cargo space, new
clutch, transmission,
shocks and muffler,
good condition. 436-2815.
341

51. Campers
16 ft. Browning Camper. 753-6787 after 4p.m.
1977 18 ft. Cruisemaster
Mini -motor home
Dodge 318 Chassis, self
contained, sleeps 4,
$7,500. 354-6561.
1979 Volkswagen Camper Van, excellent condition, low mileage,
contains gas stove,
refrigerator, water
tank, sink, 2 beds, has
hookup for water and
electric. $6,500 See at
1005 Irene Terrace.
753-1721.
Airstream Travel
Trailer, 22 ft. Phone
753-4136.
Playmore 13 ft. trailer,
stove, ice box, sleeps 4,
$700. Excellent condition. 753-8859.

52. Boats-Motors
13 Ft. Runabout 35 hp.
Johnson motor, good
fishing boat. Call 7536021.
• 1977 Mark Twain, 16 ft.,
140 inboard outboard,
$4,750. 328-8392.

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

53. Services Offered
APPLIANCE SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 y,ears
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Service 202 S. 5th St.
7 5 3 - 4 8 7 2, 7 5 3 - 8 8 8 6
(home).
Air Conditioner, Dryer,
Washer and Freezer;
repaired. Call Sure-Fix
Appliance and Refrigerator Service. 7591322.
Appliance repair work
all brands. Specialize in
Tappen. Call 753-5341 or
354-6956. Earl Lovett.
Are you wanting to
Spend your weekends at
the lake, but you can't
because you have to
mow your lawn? Let
Murray Lawn Service
do it for you. We can
keep your lawn mowed,
trimmed antl looking
sharp all season. Reasonable rates. Call for
free estimate. 759-9246
or 759-4414.

Mobil. Nome Anchors,
oadospianiag roofs
aiming* patios. Awaings
carpets simple and doable.
Jock Glover 753-1813.

Low, Low Rates.
Satisfied References.
Free Estimates.
759-1983_
Licensed electrician for
residential and commercial. Heating and
air condition, gas installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.
Mitchell Paving and
Hauling. Asphalt paving, ceiling, striping.
Stone, gravel, ect.
Phone 753-1537.
Need upholstery work
done? Bill's Upholstery
will be happy to serve
you. We do custom car,
van and truck interiors,
sunroofs, van windows,
vinyl and convertible
tops. Tractor seats and
tarpes, all sizes and
shapes. Also furniture
upholstery. Free estimates, stop by 104 S.
13ttiSt. or call 753-8085.
Need work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
B OVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-0338.

Bob's Home Improvement, 17 years building
experience, remodeling, additions, concrete
work, repairs, general
home maintenance.
Call 753-4501.
CARPET CLEANING,
Free Estimates.
Satisfied references,
Vibra Steam Cleaning.
(Upholstery Cleaning).
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753-5827.
Campbell's Tree Service. Topping, trimming and removal.
Fully insured. 1-502-5270918
Concrete, block, brick,
basements, foundations, drive-ways,
sidewalks, patios, and
chimneys. Free estimates. Call 753-5476.
Faye's Monogram. 7533604.
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.

PAINTING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR It
PAINTING
WALLPAPERING

11111.1111,-1.111

lassi•-•••*

40
"
11.-- 1$1,418.111k#,Orf*

work.
custom trim
Will
Call
telersuces.
illy, 753-1113.

Lawn mower and tiller
repair. Wayne Wilson. 3
miles South on 121 or
call 753-5086.

Early Bird
Discount 10%
Roof Pr I

use,'we
S‘V
ION**

r

a second opinion.
Free Estimates. Excellent references.
Call
Hugh Outland
759-1718 759-1135
Get

Tr -City Construction.
New houses, garages,
additions, decks, pole
barns, horse barns,
wood interiors and exteriors. Phone Bob
Washam, 1-328-8706.
Underhill and Dunn's
Plumbing, Electric,
Painting and Welding.
We give free estimates:
753-6186 or 474-2321.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co Rte 2 Box
409 A. Paducah Ky
42001, or call 1-442-7026.

753-8299

753-3716
753-5292
Esr.

-7-Es

P ROFESSIONAL
CARPET CARE
Offers: *Traffic Area
Treatment. 'Spot Removal. •Furniture
Moving. •Exclusive
Cleaners. •Power Extraction. •Raking or
Nap Brushing. 'Carpet
Protection. We pledge
to live up to our name
to give you the most
professional work
possible, using
rofessional equipment
applied by professionals. Protessionar
Carpet Care Murray,
Ky. 502-753-0714.
Painting
Paperhanging, Interior - Exterior,
Commercial - ReHauling and custom
sidential, 20 years, reSpreading
ferences, free esBobby Mohler
timates. Tremon
Farris, 759-1987.
753-6692.
Fire Wood. Tree trimGENERAL HOME ming and removing
REPAIR. 15 years ex- hedges and shrubs.
perience. Carpentry, Free estimates.
concrete, plumbing, 753-5476.
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL: Free
Aluminum and Vinyl
estimates. Days 7536973, nights 474-2276.
iding and Aluminum
Guttering by Sears.
rim for ill houses. It
Sears continuous gutstops pointing.
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Jock Glover
Sears 753-2310 for free
753-1873
estimate.
Harmon and Malone.
Complete remodeling
from ground to roof top.
Free estimates.
753-5883. Evenings, 7530790 or 436-2107.
JC&C Company.
Siding: Vinyl,
Aluminum & Steel. 50
year Warranty. Overhang: Aluminum. 30
year Warranty.
Roofing: Steel &
Aluminum. Standing
Seam Steel Roof.
Aluminum Storm Windows/Doors. Free estimates. Call today
759-1600 day/night.

LIME

Cs.

AAORITGOIVUEIFIV

Ds.

* FREE

Service

Alining

alsuimi asi airy' sMist,

ROBINSON

ARD
Catalog Sales Agency

merson
Wholehouse Fans
$139.88
Professional Installatio
Y300
Available.
300

Main

Murray

Will do bushhogging.
753-7746 or 753-2709.
Will do plumbing, carpentry, painting, hauling and roofing. Call
753-2211.
Will haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal.
Call Layton Hutson
753-4545.
Will tutor all subjects.
Call 753-5512 before
3p.m.

PEGS
PARER
All breed Dog
Grooming (formerly with Sharon's
house of Pets).
Pickup Service.
2 miles out on 94
East.
753-2915

T.L.C. MAID SERVICE
Will clean your home, office or business with:

TENDER LOVING
CARE
Free Estimates
759-1834

1976 Ford Road Tractor, 318 Detroit, 13 Speed Road Ranger,Twin Screw
Drive, Wet Pack.
1977 Ford F750 With Large Hydraulic Spreader, Flotation Tires.
1977 Ford F750 With Large Stainless Steel Tank With Spreader Arms.
1963 Lowboy, 35 Ton.
1975 F350 Supercab With Utility Body.
All Units To Be Sold Where Is, As Is, Seller Offers No Warranty.
•

Seller Reserves The Right To *Reject Any Or All Bids.
Units May Be Inspected 5/4/83-5/6/83 By Calling
Walter Smith At (502) 527-3242. Pleaie Submit All
Bids To P.O. Box 187, Benton, Kentucky 42025 By
May 11, 1983.

•

•

53. Services Offered

Morgan, Trevathan And Gunn, Inc.
Will Offer The Following
Trucks For Sale By Sealed Bid:

20 Family
Yard Sale

AUCTION
SALE

53. Services Offered
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Dog owner taken to court about dog in truck

OBITUARIES

HENDERSON, Ky.
(AP)-- John COttun says
Sam, his 100-pound German Shepherd dog is
"just a big baby."
Helen Samples, a
school crossing guard
isn't convinced.
On May 10,Sam will get
a chance to prove what a
nice guy he is in court.
Corum figures Sam has
put in about 140,000 miles
riding in the back of his
pickup truck. While in the
truck, Corum admits
Sam gets a bit excited

Mrs. Andrus dies at her home
Mrs. Mary Evelyn Andrus, 69, died suddenly
Monday at 5 p.m. at her
home, Rt. 5, Mayfield.
She was a retired
employee of the Merit
Clothing Co., Mayfield,
and a member of the Farmington Church of
Christ.
Born Feb. 9, 1914, she
was the daughter of the
late Conrad Wallis and
Myrtie R. Malone Wallis.
Mrs. Andrus is survived by her husband, Euroll
Andrus; one daughter,
Mrs. Patricia Jane Andrus, New Haven, Ind.;
one stepdaughter, Mrs.
William M. ( Jane A.)
Boyd, Murray.
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. Thomas E.
( Elsie) Parker, Rt. 7,
Murray, and one brother,
Billy H. Wallis, Indianapolis, Ind.
Three grandchildren,
three greatgrandchildren, four
stepgrandchildren and
two stepgreatgrandchildren also survive.
The funeral will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. James
Shockley and Alfred Colley, Jr., will officiate.
Larry Colley will direct
the singing.
Pallbearers will be J.B.
Sanderson, James
Farmer, Lubie Cavitt,
Fred Harrison,- Edwin
Warren and Richard Fu-

. •

qua.
Burial will follow in the
Farmington Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 2 p.m.
Wednesday.

Livestock
market
LOUISVILLE. Ky A1°i USDA; Estimated receipts cattle and calves
1.200: rain over trade area for last four
days caused flooding of many secondary roads and sharply reduced
receipts; limited slaughter steers and
heifers fully steady: cows steady with
Monday's late advance: bulls near
steady: limited calves and vealers
steady: represented feeders steady.
Slaughter steers few choice 3 1210 lb.
64.25. good and choice 2-3 825-1130 lbs.
19504290. good 2-3 800-1100 lbs. 51.0059 50. slaughter heifers few choice 3 9551025 lbs. 6100-6300, good and choice 2-3
775-1190 lbs. 56.5040 00: good 2-3 6901100 lbs. 51 75-58.00.
Slaughter cows Commercial 3-.5 42.7547.50: utility 1-3 mostly 41 0645.50: high
dressing individuals 46.0348.25: cutter
1-2 38 00-41.25: canner and cutter under
800 lbs mostly 34.00-38.00: slaughter
bulls grade 1.21000-1721 lbs. 51.00-56.00:
grade 2 44.75-51 00: choice 3 950-1050 lb.
bullocks 44.7545.50; few choice 150.180
lb. vealers 74.1044.10.
Feeder steers medium frame 1
package 357 lbs. 7250; 400-500 lbs. 69.50;5.00; 500-600 lbs. 65.00-69.50. 600-700
lbs 62.00-65.20: small lot 735 lbs. partly
fattened offerings 61.00: large frame 1
1037 lbs. 58.50: small frsune 1 500-620 lbs.
60 00-66.00: medium frame 1-2 350-550
lbs. 65.00-69 50; medium frame 2 300-500
lbs 6000.6500; 500-800 lbs. 54.604400;
large frame 2 Holsteins 300-680 lbs
48504200.761.850 lbs. 49.50-5100
Heifers medium frame 1 300-400 lbs.
60.2542.03: 400400 lbs. 57.0041.00: 500600 lbs. 55.00-58.50: medium frame!301/500 9bs. 260-5700, 500-785 lbs. 48.005510.
Hogs 600 barrows and gilts 1.25
lower; 1-2 230-260 lbs. 46.75-47.00; 2 225370 Ibp. 46.25-46.75: 3 250-285 lbs. 45004550; few 302 lbs. 44.05: sows weak to
100 lower: 1-2 3516400 lbs. 41.60-4200;
400-450 lbs. 42.00-63.00: 450-500 lbs. 43.00-44 50. 500-640 lbs 44 50-45.00; individual
750 lbs. 46.50; boars over 300 lbs. mostly
3700-3910.
Sheep 50..po recent test: shiughter
lambs prime 101-104 lb spring bought to
arrive 68.00

TRAINING FIRE- Members of the Murray Fire Department got some exercise Monday with a training fire at an abandoned house on Waldrop Drive near
the Murray State campus. The fire department often burns down abandoned
houses as training exercises.
Photo by Wendy Dickerson

WASHINGTON ( AP)Candidates running for
Congress in 1982 spent
more money overall than
in any past election, with
one unsuccessful candidate spending an individual all-time high for
House elections of $2.3
million, reports the
Federal Election Commission.
The commission said
Monday that congressional candidates spent

Hog market
Federal-State Market News Service May 3.
1983
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 512 Est 400 Barrows & Gilts
fully 1 00 lower Sows steady to 50 lower
US 1-2210-240 lbs
145 75-46 00
US 2 200-210 lbs
844 75.4575
US 2 210-250 lbs
645 231-45 75
US 2-3 350.770 lbs
144 25-45 25
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 Its
137 OD-39 00
US 14 300-450 lbs
*3000.41 03few 41.50
US 1-3 450-500 lbs
00-43.00
I./SI-3 500-650 lbs
142.50-45.00
US 23 300-500%s
*37.60-3800
Boars 233 60-34.00

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

33 -3.8
34'2 +58
11538 +38
6334 -42
19 +18
5034 +114
32 -3'8
3934 -48
3814 unc
4914 -1/2
363'8 unc
2834 +3,4
6014 -5'8
1842 +3'8
20 unc
836

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

•

Bel-Air Decor.

•

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
PHONE 753-3642

•

Nloste•CoW

14:‘ SPECIAL CARPET 40
033
FREE
FREE- /04,
LABOR - i 4bee
44) N
0
*N
•.13'CI
Carpet bought during the month
of May 1983 - 20 yds. or more
will have free installation.
Paint Special

Special
Pre-Mother's Day
Sale
Price

12 Kt. Gold
Jewelry

Place
se:A.1+115O4(
Mat)oy

••

STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS- MUTAL FUNDS

LAYAWAYS
AVAILABLE

641 S. Murray

itiCtw aliEb. am=

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

•

1/2

- o•
41111111111111.0
1977 Dodge Motor Home

Stock market
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
I.B.M
JC Penney
_Jerico
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart
Mary Kay Cosm
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S.Tobacco
Wal Mart
Wendy's
Wetterau
C.E.F. Yield

almost $344 million, up election campaign in
about 44 percent from the California.
$239 million spent in 1980.
The average Democrat
New Jersey Democrat or Republican nominee
Adam K. Levin, who for Senate spent $1.7
broke the record for spen- million in 1982, up from
ding on a single race, lost $1.1 million 1980.
to Republican Rep. Matthew J. Rinaldo, whose
campaign cost about
$700,000.
KRA STUMP
REMOVAL
The previous record
tive con remove stumps up
was the $1.9 million that
to 24 below the ground
then-Rep. Robert Doman
4 15 4333 or 435 4319
spCnt on his 1980 re-

This locally owned motor homed is so
loaded with extras you'll have to see it to
believe it!
Was $29,794" Now $27,500"

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT- INVESTMENTS

Air Products
41'2 unc
Ashland
3218 +BB
6678 ..1.8
American Telephone
Chrysler
25 -x8
Dupont
4614 +14
Emerson Electric
58/2 -113
Ford
4934 -IA
G.A.F.1818 +'-8
General Dynamics
50 -58
General Motors
6738 -58
General Tire
33/2 unc
Goodrich ....................42 -3*

and I don't like it."
She complained to the
police and on April 22,
Corum was cited for harboring a vicious animal.
On that date, the officer
said he saw Sam "lunge"
toward Mrs. Samples
from the back of Corurn's
pickup truck.
"The dog was barking
and acting very aggressive," according to
the police report.
f,orum said Sam is getting a bad rap and "really
loves children."

Congressional candidates'spending higher

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Prices furnished by First of
Michigan, Woodman Bldg.
Industrial Average
-2.03

and barks at anybody or
anything passing by.
"But he doesn't try to
bite," Corum insists.
Mrs. Samples has
another idea.
The school crossing
guard said she fears for
her safety and that of the
children in her care
whenever Corum and
Sam drive by. "He (the
dog) rears up over the
cab and barks at the kids
and those kids get terrified," Mrs. Samples
"He snaps at me

•

it's Business
As Usual!

e
giat

•

Beale Hardware-- One Of
Western Kentucky's Oldest Hardware
Stores Has Been Purchased By

•

•

•

Murray Supply Co. Inc.
IMIKI-41=Ele4s.4443411111Mer s40101111104

Larry Hurt and Murray Supply Employees
Want All The Good Customers Of Beale Hardware And Murray Supply To Be Assured That It
Will Be Business As Usual!

Watch This Space
For Our Big Upcoming Sale
We've Taken Inventory &
Found Things You'll Have
To See To Believe!

2 Gal. Latex
Exterior.White
House Paint

$2295
Due to having so many people
wanting to attend the 1st
Wallpaper Clinic, we had to turn
down some. We are having
another Wallpaper Clinic May
17th at 7:00 p.m. Call for
reservation.
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Announcement Show Saturday, May 7th
The GMC Truck and
Coach Division of
General Motors Corporation has announced the
appointment of James L.
Harmon of Murray as the
GMC Truck dealer in
Murray and Calloway
County.
Notification of Harmon's selection to market
the GMC Truck product
line was made by E. G.
Geater, Zone Manager
for GMC Truck & Coach,
Memphis,Tennessee.
Harmon has been
President and General
Manager of TrucksTrailers-Buses, Inc. on
641 South since the company began operations
May 1, 1978. Transfer of
the GMC Truck franchise
from W. A. Hatcher, Hatcher Auto Sales in Murray, was made after factory approval early this
year. The transfer included the purchase of all of
Hatcher's truck, parts,
and accessories inventories and his GMC service tools by TrucksTrailers-Buses,Inc.
TTB is a franchised
dealer for the Jackson
Purchase in the class five
to eight truck market
with International
Harvester trucks and
Trailmobile and Ravens
trailers, Harmon said.
We are very pleased and
excited to have the opportunity to enter the
passenger vehicle and
light duty truck market
and at the same time
compliment our other
market lines with such an
outstanding product offering as GMC Trucks, he
continued. The addition

of the GMC Truck franchise allows us to offer
the very finest pickups,
delivery and utility

trucks, as well as luxury
vans and large trucks,
Harmon added.
The dealership maintains membership in the
Kentucky Automobile
Dealers Association, National Automobile
Dealers Association,
American Truck Dealers
Association and locally in
the Murray New Car
Dealers Association
TTB currently employs
29 people who are the key
to our successful operation, Harmon said. All
departments of the
dealership have made
achievements on regional
and national levels of
competition within our industry and a number of
our employees have been
cited personally for individual recognition,
Harmon pointed out. Don
McCord is vice president
of sees, Walter Byars,
service manager, and
Ted VanDyke, parts
manager for the dealership.
Mrs. Harmon, the
former Jo Ann Elkins, is
a nutritionist for the

r'

TerB ADDS GK.

•
Health Department.
Residing on Edinborough
Drive in Murray, the couple has three children. A
son, Kent, is a product
engineer with Texas Instruments in Sherman,
Texas; Joe is a junior
engineering-physics major at Murray State
University, and their
daughter, Leigh McCoart, will be a spring
semester graduate from
Calloway County High
School. The Harmons attend the Seventh &
Poplar Church of Christ.
Harmon is a past president of the Murray Lions
Club and the Kentucky
Jurisdiction Woodmen of
the World.

TTB' a Calendar for
Celebration, Sal, May
7th
May
— Registration
for dour prizes' on May.
7th
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CIVIC UP33%
INDINTIWUP13%
VISIT OUR DISPLAY.

May 7th:
9:00 a.m. — WS,IP
Radio begins remote
broadcast; Registration
for prizes continues.
9:00-4:38 — Drawing
for prizes every 30
minutes; Free Coke and
popcorn; Talent contest
by Wrangler Country
Showdown; Hot beans
and cornbread served by
Murray Sigh band
boosters ($1 per plate);
New GMC pickups, Jimmy., vans, Ctre on
41.pley;loreductsaswing
for International,!
Tr*thnoblle and Ibises
Parts and service departmeat

1[](
,/4-J
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TRUCKS ARE WHAT WE'RE ALL ABOUT
• 5ASEL.

CIO to 5:00 — Per- formance by Gospel
Stinting grans (bring
roariawn chak).
cash,
"$400sivenittiersim
whops name is drawn 18
present at time or
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.thrune tanoto,protee.
tor iptelestef,
lkOrsta traller7stiiwing
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024 HOUR PARTS AND SERVICE AVAILIBILITY
*AUTHORIZED DETROIT DIESEL DISTRIBUTOR
*SUPPORTING A S STATE 35 DEALER NETWORK
*COMPLETE TRAINING FACILITIES
•RELIABILT PARTS SUPPORT

ENGINE DYNO TESTING
COMPLETE ENGINE REBUILD

,

iirtki7.:I
r.r•

VICO

GM DIESEL

TRANSMISSION DYNO TESTING
TRANS. REBUILD CENTER

INC.
3070 SANDBROOK
MEMPHIS
TENNESSEE 38116
PHONE 901-396-7320

'cassette
1200cash 4400

111

Vito
GAIDIESEL
INC.
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An Invitation From

Our Family To Yours
TTB To Celebrate 5th Anniversary Saturday
May 7th Hundreds Of Dollars In Prizes

David loaner

Walter Ryan

A.C. Byars

Ted Carroll

Ronny Chadwick

J.J. Condici

Karen Cossey

Marty Demo

Larry Edwards

Jock Foley

Bed French

Joan Gardner

Rennie Gray

Greg Grogan

Jones Names

Max Hill

Steve Hunsphreys

Henry Hutson

Ana Lovett

From candy striped
tent to balloons and popcorn to hundreds of
dollars in prizes are just
some of the things that
the folks at TrucksTrailers-Buses, Inc. have
planned for those who
join them on Saturday,
May 7th.
That's the day the local
dealership on U.S. 641
South is celebrating their
fifth anniversary and official GMC Truck announcement. WSJP
Radio will be doing a live
broadcast from 9:00 a.m.
Saturday morning until
late Saturday afternoon.
Plans call for prize drawings to be held every thirty minutes throughout the
day with the winners interviewed on radio.
Prizes include such items
as gate passes to Six

Increasing Fuel Efficiency
Increasing the fuel efficiency of our transportation system is an important element of our national energy policy.

DOG McCord

Rick Post-hell

Dennis McDaniel

PAT McMillse

Denny Rogers Glenda Stebblefield

THE DETROIT DIESEL
FUEL PINCHER
IS AVAILABLE
IN MOST O.E.M.
MEDIUM TRUCKS

MeRssa Miller

len Nix

Flags over Mid-America, travel was always
an AM/FM in-dash stereo meant to be.
cassette player, and $200 International trucks,
in cash that doubles to the number one name in
;400 if the ticket holder is heavy duty trucks, will be
present.
featured from the new 6.9
If all that were not liter diesel 1654's to the
enough, a preliminary F4370 conventional road
competition in the tractors.
"Wrangler Country Just arrived and on
Showdown" talent con- display are Trailmobile's
test will be held. The na- new light weight steel
tional winner of the con- platform trailers. In fact,
test will receive $50,000 in a fantastic product lineup from pleasure vehicles
cash plus other prizes.
Folks are invited to br- to heavy freight hauling
ing their lawn chairs and rigs, plus special services
listen to a gospel music that include insurance,
group perform beginning credit life, multi-source
at four o'clock Saturday financing,leasing, rental,
and mechanical breakafternoon.
All the new GMC down protection, plus the
pickups, 5-15 pickups, support of a 7500 sq. ft.
Jinunys, S-15 Jimmys, parts department and
and vans will be on NIASE certified technidisplay, including grand cians...all are available
touring vans from "Star- at Trucks-Trailerscraft", what first class Buses,Inc.

The trucking industry
has responded admirably
to this national need for
conservation by consistently doing its part to
conserve fuel, it has saved the nation over 9
billion gallons of fuel

from 1973 through 1981.
This represents savings
realized from the purchase of certain Melsaving options on new
vehicles during this time
period. It does not take into account improvements
in routing and scheduling, better loading and
fewer empty miles, lower
speeds, improved driving
practices and retrofitting
of fuel-saving devices by
fleets themselves.

Each year the Motor
Vehicle Manufacturers
Association (MVMA)
compiles information
from truck manufacturers on the number of
fuel-efficient options sold
on new trucks during the
past year. The Voluntary
Truck and Bus Fuel
Economy Program then
estimates the amount of
ruel savings in gallons
which these options
represent.

Ted VanDyke

CHECK YOUR
LOCAL DETROIT
DIESEL DEALER
FOR INFORMATION
ON THE
NEW SILVER 92
DETROIT DIESELS.

VICO
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GM DIESEL
INC.
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2,500,000 Experience Excitement Of

Pavilion; Disney World GM's Epcot
"World of Motion" Exhibit Displays Innovative Technology

Parts Dept. (from left) Dennis McDaniel,
Melisa Miller, Ted Van Dyke; Parts Mgr., Henry
Hutson, Greg Grogan, Danny Rogers.

PARTS FOR ALL MAKES

GM's "World of Motion" at EPCOT Center
continues a star-spangled
string of hit exhibits that
have made the name of
General Motors
synonymous with industrial leadership of
the future.
Since opening day on
October 1, attendance at
the GM pavilion and the
new international exposition at Walt Disney World
in Florida has exceeded
projected levels. By midFebruary, over 2,500,000
visitors had experienced
the excitement and
witnessed the innovative
technology at the "World
of Motion."

go hi-mileage
go orvic

r

ROM 10.ICK 11111S DAIL
GM
Gamine
Parts
*
*Caterpillar
*Cimplete INC truck Ime
*Phillips
engine heaters
*PaileSS ckaius
*Guile brake dnnes
*Fleetrite brake linius
*Rockwell axle overhaul hits
*Rockwell kaki boxes
spriag brakes
*MGM
*blind 5th wheels
*ktreit diesel
*Commits diesel
*Fleetrite U-joiets
*Fleetrite belts I hoses
*Fieetrite
batteries
*Fleetrite filters
*Rutile seals
*Grote lights
*MCP
*Stratetlex hoses & fittiugs
Itr Chelsea
*Velvac
*kmlix-Westieghoese-New
loodix-Westieglieese
*Ascher Ilk
repair I excluege
tr Weathering lose & Fittiogs
tr Euclid
Phillips wire & eels
*
*Speed coiled hoses I cables

S-15 Pickup with standard 1.9
Liter L4 gasoline engine,
available 5-speed manual
transmission with overdrive
and available Super Saver
package

43 29
Est Hwy. EPA Est. MPG
se

estimate° MPG to, comparison Your mileage
may differ depenalng or speed distance weather
Actual ingnway mileage lower Some GMC trutk s are
equiCkoed vorth engines produced by other GM Ow,subsicbaries or affiliated compares
worldwide Ste your GMC Truck dealer tor cletai's

(MACS GOT YOUR
BER

"When we decided to
The ride's historical
theatres and animated
sponsor the exhibit, we
emphasis serves as a prodisplays.
did so because we
logue to the exhibit's next
-Transcenter" also
foresaw a unique opmain attraction —
looks ahead. In a rare
portunity to demonstrate
"Transcenter" — and to
view of a design studio,
to millions of individual
the time when man must
visitors see the "Aero
visitors each year that
meet the challenge of
2000" — a four-seater that
General Motors products
developing an ever-more
promises 71 miles per
are second to none in the
mobile life-style. The
gallon
— and how it was
qualities that most
"Transcenter" area of
created. Nearby, the
motorists demand," GM
the exhibit features
"Lean Machine", a oneChairman Roger B.
entertaining yet inpassenger commuter
Smith said.
formative illustrations of
vehicle capable of 60
Transportation is the
General Motors'
miles per hour in seven
theme of the "World of
pathfinder role in auto inseconds, appears on film
Motion." The exhibit condustry research,
and in model form.
sists of a chair ride — a
engineering, design, and
Another area — the
revolutionary idea when
manufacturing.
"Dreamers' Workshop"
GM introduced it at the
The linkup of
— pushes farther ahead
New York World's Fair in
aerodynamics and fuel
to showcase vehicle con1939 — and a special execonomy, the benefits of
cepts slated for the year
hibit that highlights GM's
automation, the pro2000
and beyond. Despite
futuristic research and
spects for new vehicle
the interest in these
development.
powerplants, product
futuristic forms, one of
In a quarter-hour on the
quality determination —
the most popular attracDisney-developed ride,
these and similar topics
tions
at "Transcenter" is
visitors span the same
now pursued by GM are
a display of 1983 GM cars
ages that man has spent
presented in miniand trucks.
seeking a better means of
moving from here to
there. Audio-equipped
chair cars carry the
guests through 24
animated dioramas in
which Disney
"imagineers" gently
spoof some of the/
milestones along man's
quest for personal mobility.
The stars of the show
are some 140 audioanimatronic figures —
stunningly lifelike people
and animals — that the
Disney organization
created. The cast of
TOP KICK — A medium-duty cab cte ted by GMC
characters enlivens
scenes that depict how engineers to accommodate the Caterpillar 3208 V8
transportation has in- diesel engine. Top Kick with its large fiberglass tilt
fluenced the evolution of hood, and massive bumper, has contemporary,
society, freeing mankind aerodynamic styling, and incorporates many of the
to travel ever faster features and benefits of GMC Heavy Duty trucks.
across the earth at first, Top Kick is available as a 6000 Series single-axle
and then to leap into truck, as a 7000 Series single- or tandem-axle truck,
S. ce.
or as a 7000 Series single-axle tractor.

The Choice Is Yours When It's Time To Overhaul Your Cat Diesel
NE MANUF ACT ulgE0
ENGINE

COMPLETE
REELI,LD

Congratulations To TTB
On Your Fifth Anniversary
CateroMar Cat and

1400 South 43rd Street

ass trademarks of Caterptler Tnector Co

Louisville, Ky. 40211
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SERVICE DEPT.
ENTRANCE

nated

Six service technicians
from Trucks-TrailersBuses, Inc., U.S. 641
South, have received certification from the Na-
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Institutes Certification Mark Of Professional

New IH 6.9 liter
breaks the diesel
price barrier!

The Service Dept. includes, (from left front row) Ted Carroll, Ronnie
Gray, Rick Paschall, Max Hill, Larry Edwards, Bud French, and Walter
Byars, Service Mgr. (Back row) Marty Duncan, David Bonner, Pat
McMillen.

TTB One Of Few Chosen
For IH "Circle Of Excellence"
Trucks-Trailers-Buses,
Inc. of Murray is one of
only 44 dealers from International Harvester
Company's more than 500
heavy duty truck dealers,
that have been chosen for
membership in IH's "Circle of Excellence" for
1982.
The local Hi motor
truck dealer, located just
south of Murray on U.S.
Highway 641, was one of
only 14 dealers who
qualified for inclusion in
the distinguished group a
second time, according to
W. W. Kennedy, Vice
President of Sales for the
IH truck group.
In notifying TTB of
their selection again,
Kennedy's letter said in
part, "we are pleased to
advise you of your successful achievement of
the objectives and goals

that qualify you for
membership in the Circle
of Excellence for the 1982

fiscal year. You have
worked hard to reach this
honor, and we are pleased and proud of your accomplishments."
IH motor truck dealers
qualify for membership
in the "Circle of Excellence" program based

on their achieving IH's
requirements for
capitalization, management, and sales performance. TTB was the
only qualifier from Kentucky and one of nine
dealers from the
Southeast region.
In commenting on the
dealership's selection,
James Harmon, general
manager for the company,said; "this achievement is particularly
meaningful in view of
current depressed
market conditions and
really salutes the professionalism of our sales,
service and parts personnel." Nationally, sales of
medium and heavy duty
trucks declined from
373,000 in 1979 to 183,000 in
1982, according to Art Irwin, Chairman of
American Truck Dealers.

aBRINIEMIUTER

Come in now
and SAVE!

FIVE AXLE TRACTOR-TRAILER COMBINATIONS•
TWO AXLE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY TRUCKS•
MANY IRAK CEMENT, OIL, ACID AND GAS TANKERS•
THREE AXLE DELIVERY FUEL OIL TRUCKS•
SCHOOL BUSSES AND SOME TRANSIT BUSSES•
CAR CARRIERS•

AIR DRYERS
CR Indestries (Chicago Rawhide Mfg. Co.)
Available At Trecks-Trailers-Buses, Inc.

which to judge the competence of mechanics to
diagnose and repair vehicle problems, he said.
The re-certification program assures that the
credentials mechanics
earn today will retain
their meaning and
credibility in the future,
Byars continued. Certified technicians have
the right to be proud that
they have proved their
skills and knowledges
and we are very proud of
our own service personnel, he said.
The Institute, through
its task analyses and
cooperative efforts with
educational institutions
and industry training programs is credited with
having done much to improve automotive repair
training throughout the
nation. NIASE tests are
given at test centers in
about 260 cities across the
United States.

it

TM.

•THREE AND FOUR AXLE CONCRETE MIXERS
•FIRE ENGINES WITH AIR OPERATED EQUIPMENT
•SOME TRANSIT BUSSES
•TRACTOR -TRAILER DOUBLES COMBINATIONS

tional Institute For
Automotive Service Excellence.
NIASE is a nonprofit
corporation organized to
encourage and promote
the highest standards of
automotive service in the
public interest. It conducts continuing
research to determine the
best methods for training
automotive mechanics,
encourages the development of effective training
programs, and evaluates
and recognizes the competence of mechanics,
body repairers and
painters through a testing
and certification program.
TTB urges all their service technicians to study
and test under the NIASE
program according to
service manager, Walter
Byars. The NIASE program gives both vehicle
owners and service
employers a standard by

TTB Service Department has received IH's regional service
award for the 4th year, presented by Tom Hatfield,IH Rep.

Filters For Your Application!
Better Filtration, Longer Mileage, Lower Costs
*Automotive
•Trecks
*AG Equipt.
*Construction
*Marine

GENUINE

Luber -finer.

For Feel, Air
And Coolant
Systems

WORLD FAMOUS FILTERS
80401S 62806

Available From Our Murray Distributor

Trucks-Trailers-Buses, Inc.
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New Trucks Big Or Small
S 15 Club Coupe
515 Jimmy

S 15 Pickup

9

'83 Int'l 6.9 Liter Engine, 5 spd., 2
spd., P.S., 900x20 Disc.

5_f

n-r

MM.rag
.
"'

Grain Body

yaw/

.

Sietia Classic 1500
tab & Chassis

1983 Int'l Eagle C0F9670 110 Cab, NTC-400
Cummins, 15 spd.„ P.S., A.C., 11-24.5 Disc
Air Ride.

Sierra Pickup

Grand Tburing Van&Fioin diaratift

1983 Int'l 1954 DT-466 5 spd.,2spd., P.S.,
900x20 Disc.

1983 F4370 Intl Eagle, NTC 400, 15 SO., Jake,
P.S., 220" W.B., 4-Spring, 11x24.5 Budds, Polished Alum. Ft., Dual Chrome Exhaust, Blue,
Gray,Black.

No heavy highway tractor
in the worldcan average over
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Congratulations To

Trucks-Trailers-Buses, Inc.
On Your Fifth Anniversary

Cummins Kentuckiana, Inc.

Were not giving in.
Were going on.

1Harvester

Louisville Branch

Evansville Branch

Pre-Owned Equipment
'80 Int'l COF4070B 8V92, 9 Speed, A.C., 10x22
Disc,38000$R.
$32,000

'80 Int'l COF4070B,
8V02, 10 Spd., 10x20
Disc.
$32,000

'79 Int'l COF4070B 350,
10 Spd., A.C., 38000#
rears, 11x24.5 Disc.$28,000

'78 Int'l 4070B, 350, 13
Spd., P.S., A.C., 38,0000
rears, 1000x22
$26,000

'78 Freightliner 350,13
Spd., Alum. Budd Ft.,
11x22.5 A.C.
$26,000

nt'l COF4070B 350,
13 Spd., P.S., A.C.,
38.000# Rears, 10x22
Disc
22 500

'77 GMC 9500, NTC-290,
6 Spd., P.S., 38,000$
11x24.5 Cast.
$17,500

'76 Freightliner NTC
290, 10 Spd., 38,000$,
11x22.5 Disc.
18 000

'78 Int'l 1850, DT-466 5
Spd., 2 Spd., P.S.. 24 Ft.
Van, 10x20 Disc.
$11,500

'72 Int'l 2050 6V53, 5
Spd., P.S., 10x20 Cast.
$6,250

'70 Int'l 2000D 238
Detroit, 10 Spd., Air Tag
Axle, 10x20 Cast. $5,500

'77 GMC 6500 366, 4 & 2
Spd., 900x20 Disc.

'67 Hobbs 40 Ft. Flat
Trailer. 10x20 Cast.
$2,500

'72 Int'l F4300, 350, 13
Spd., P.S., 38,000 Lb.,
10x22 Disc.
$11,000

'78 GMC 6500 350,5 Spd.,
18 Pt. Van 11x22.5 Disc.
0,700

'79 GMC Astro, 290 10
Spd., P.S. 38000# Rear,
A.C., 11x24.5 Disc. $21,000

'78 Int'l F4300 NTC-400, '78 Freightliner 350, 15
13 Spd.,
, A.C., Spd., A.C., 38,000$ R,
Sleeper.
$30,000 10x22 Disc.
$28,000

$4,500.

A New Concept
INTERNMONAL.
For Rental &
THE NUMBER ONE NAME IN TRUCKS.
Leasing At
WITH THENUMBER ONEDEALINFINANCING
Trucks-Trailers-

t
t
t limBuses,mim
IDEldiAse
Inc. i
Rental • Leasing

Special Finance Rates*
For Limited Period
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omfortable
Recliners at Special Factory
Sale Prices

Save 25% to40%

'248

Now
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Regular '329
This Beautiful Wall Lounger can sit
just inches from the wall and still
recline fully for maximum comfort.
Available in a variety of fashion
decorator colors of durable
Burlington Scotchgard* Velvet.

America's Most Comfortable Chair

DUNN FURNITURE WAREHOUSE
P. 0. BOX 122
Murray, Kentucky 42071

753-3037

14:
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Traditional Skirted Wall Hugger
or Rocker Lounger in wear
dated Velvet.
American Colonial Wall Hugger
or Rocker Lounger in elegant
easy care Corduroy Velvet.

Regular '389

ckaretwriirall Hugger all in one chair!

Your
Choice

348
Elegant is the word
for this luxurious
Rocker Wall Hugger
in a variety of wear
dated velvet
decorator colors.

Regular '489

Luxurious, plush
Rocker Wail Hugger
with button tufted
back and arms; this
popular recliner is
available in Hercti
Velvet.

' •.

"PA;

s

DUNN FURNITURE WAREHOUSE
753-3037
P. 0. BOX 122
Murray. Kentucky 42071

Super Special!

•

The English
Club Chair
The English Club Chair in a
handsome recliner. The Brass
Nailheads and deep plush tufted
back give both distinction and
comfort. Front casters make
moving the chair a breeze.

Sale

198
Regular 269

Americas most Comfortable Chair

a
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